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DON’T THROW ME AWAY, RECYCLE ME!

TAKE CARE OF 
THE NATURAL PARADISE



I n Asturias, each route takes you to a diff erent dream. Nature is an 
inseparable part of the History of Asturias. The limits of this old kingdom 

set among these frizz mountains and roaring sea, which have permitted its 
spectacular beauty maintains unalterable in customs, cultures and legends. 

The Natural Areas of Asturias, 6 of which have been recognised by 
UNESCO as Biosphere Reserves, are our greatest pride. The Principality 
has its own Regional Network of Protected Natural Areas which include: 5 
Nature Parks, 10 Nature Reserves, 9 Protected Landscapes and 39 Natural 
Monuments. Also located in Asturias is part of the area making up a National 
Park. Two of the Nature Reserves are included in the RAMSAR Wetlands of 
International Importance network.

Almost 30% of the surface area of our Autonomous Community is 
included in the Natura 2000 Ecological Network of European protected areas 
made up of Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and Special Protection Areas 
(SPA) for Birds.

Each of them has its own secrets, diff  erent and unique, and constitute a 
sample of nature in multitude of ways: estuaries, forest, mountains, fi  elds, 
lakes... preserved with the most care, are landscapes full of life. For some 
reason this Paradise has nearly 40% of its territory protected.
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Geology and Climate
Mountains, interior valleys and coast are presented to 

us with its own personality, all of them sheltered by a soft 
climate, with lacking diff erences on temperature which 
permit to have the pleasure of warm summers and soft 
winters; the same as makes possible to have the spectacular 
green mantles that covers Asturias and mountains full of 
splendour, giving colour and life to our Natural Paradise. 

Flora
Asturias big natural wealth, appears in multiples ways 

along its territory. From the adapted plants to coastal spaces 
as cliff s, dunes, marshes and saline waters, to the infi nite 
Atlantic forests, with beeches, birches, yew, hollies and 
of big oaks, which do reach to forty m high. The moving 
fi elds, base of the asturian agricultural culture, do intertwine 
with spaces with bushes as the laurel, fern and big variety 
of moors. In the high mountains, above the 1,800m, the 
dragged juniper are plenty and, from the 2,300m, all pine 
vegetation is developed, exclusively, over the limestone 
substratum of the Peaks of Europe, where we can also fi nd 
dense fi elds. 

In Autumn, the asturian forest deciduous burst in 
thousand of colours by the time that the fl oor starts to 

THE GEOLOGY HISTORY 
IN ASTURIAS has marked 
the defi nition of the 
asturian landscapes and 
their ecosystems. The big 
landscape contrasts are 
the focus of the natural 
asturian big scene, going 
through on just barely 
some km., from beaches 
of fi ne gold sand to 
monumental mountains 
of limestone stone, which 
overtake the height of 
2,600 m.

Picos de Europa National Park

Climbing. Trubia (Oviedo)

Geology, flora and fauna
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vibrate with the hatching of innumerable variety of fungus 
and mushrooms species, basic foundation of the some of 
the most exquisite dishes in the traditional gastronomy.

Fauna
The preservation of the natural areas has allowed the 

Asturian mountains to become an exceptional reserve 
where wild native species, some of which are endangered, 
can live freely. Not only the totem brown bear has its 
home here, also the Iberian wolf or the capercaillie coexist 
in our Natural Spaces with roe deers, foxes, chamois, wild 
boars, otters and a surprising variety of birds: eagles, ducks, 
vultures, jay, goshawk, partridge, owls, robins, and close to 
the coast, the Eurasian oystercatcher, the tufted cormorant 
and the common petrel. 

The cantabrian sea enriches the fauna and the 
gastronomy with its limpets, sea-urchins, crab, spider crab, 
turbot, monk-fi sh, sardines... a large list of rich fi shing in 
Asturias which makes culture in the fi replace. But not only 
the sea is cradle of feasts and traditions, also its fast-fl owing 
rivers embrace trout and salmons, a legend in the fi shing 
world, being traditional that the fi rst salmon in the season is 
recognised as «El Campanu».

Picos de Europa National Park

Buelna beach (Llanes)

IN THE SUEVE MOUNTAINS, THE 
LEGEND OF OLD TIMES RESOUNDS 
WITH A GALLOP RHYTHM. These are the 
Asturcon (asturian pony), autochthonous 
breed of horses with an incredible beauty, 
that live half-wild since milleniums and 
whose virtues captivated the historian of 
the ancient Rome.
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Biosphere Reserve
Biosphere Reserves are areas that off er examples of 

certain land, coastal or marine ecosystems, or a combination 
of these, recognised as such at an international level 
within the framework of the UNESCO MaB Programme. 
They serve to harmoniously encourage the integration 
of human populations and nature, in order to promote a 
sustainable development through a participated dialogue, 
the exchange of knowledge, the poverty reduction, the 
well-being improvement, respect to the cultural values and 
adaptation capacity to society before the changes.

Natura 2000 Network
This is a European Ecological Network of Protected Areas 

whose purpose is to preserve certain species and habitats 
present within the European Union. This network consists of 
two types of protected area: Special Areas of Conservation, 
of which we have 49 declared in the Principality of Asturias; 
and Special Protection Areas for Birds, with a total of 13 in 
our Community.

RAMSAR Wetland
Created under the RAMSAR Agreement relating to 

the preservation of internationally signifi cant wetlands, 
the estuary of the River Eo and estuary of Villaviciosa in 
the Principality of Asturias have been declared RAMSAR 
Wetlands.

Del Valle lake (Somiedo)

figures of natural protection
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National Park
The National Parks are natural spaces of high ecological 

and cultural value, fairly transformed by the exploitation or 
human activity that, due to the beauty of their landscapes, 
the ecosystems representation or the fl ora singularity, 
of its fauna, of its geology or from its geomorphological 
formations, have ecological, beautiful, cultural, educational 
and scientifi c values whose conservation deserves a 
preferential attention and is declared as general interest.

Natural Park
Natural Parks are natural areas been low transformed by 

the exploitation or human being occupation which, because 
of their beauty landscapes, their ecosystems representation 
or the fl ora singularity, its fauna or their geomorphological 
formations, they have ecological, beautiful, educative and 
scientifi c values which conservation is worthy to have a 
preferential attention. 

Integral Natural Reserve 
The Integral Natural Reserve are natural spaces 

whose creation has the aim to protect the ecosystems, 
communities or biological element that, due to its rarity, 
fragility, importance or singularity deserve a special 
valuation, being prohibited the resources exploitation 
in them, except for purposes of research, education or 
preservation which have been authorised in advance.

Partial Natural Reserve
The Partial Natural Reserves are natural spaces 

whose creation has the aim to protect the ecosystems, 
communities or biological element that, due to its rarity, 
fragility, importance or singularity deserve a special 
valuation and where the resources exploitation is permitted 
with the values conservation that are pretended to protect.

Natural Monument
The Natural Monuments are spaces or nature elements 

constituted basically by formations of obvious singularity, 
rarity or beauty, which deserve to be object of a special 
protection.

Protected Landscape
The Protected Landscapes are concrete places in the 

natural environment that, for its aesthetic and cultural 
values, deserve a special protection.

Los Molinos del Río Profundo footpath (Villaviciosa)
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national park, natural parks and Biosphere 
reserves
partial natural reserves
natural monuments
protected landscapes
routes and paths
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Covadonga lakes

Peaks of Europe 
National Park of the Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA

LOCATION: AMIEVA, CANGAS DE ONÍS, ONÍS, CABRALES, 
PEÑAMELLERA ALTA AND PEÑAMELLERA BAJA

FAUNA, FLORA AND TRADITIONAL APPLICATION OF 
THESE SPACES coexist in one of the natural spaces most 
alive, harmonic and spectacular of Europe. 

#asturias #nature and routes08



A re located in the middle of the Cantabrian Mountain 
Range, among the provinces of Asturias, León and 

Cantabria. Its surface is of 646 km2, which 245 km2 belong to 
Asturias. Its singularity, beauty and landscape interest, natural 
and geological made it become the fi rst National Park in Spain 
at 1,918. This fi rst protected space, the ´National Mountain Park 
of Covadonga´would be the seed of the actual Park, which 
would reach its denomination and defi nitive extension by 
1,995.

300 millions years have been necessary to enjoy these frizz 
modelled landscapes due to ice and the singular eff ect of the 
waters by the limestone. This natural wonder is divided in three 
big mountain ranges, separated by deep valleys and gorges, as 
a result of millennium of persistent erosion processes. The rivers 
Dobra and Deva close the East and the West Park, while the Cares 
river, and its affl  uent Duje, delimit its three mountain range. 

The Central mountain range, or the Urrieles, shelter the most 
hight peak of the Cantabrian Mountain Range, Torrecedo with 
2,648 m and the emblematic peak of Naranjo de Bulnes o Picu 
Urriellu of 2.519 m. The human being, even though the involved 
orography, shares importance, is a perfect symbiosis, with the 
natural environment; being the village of Bulnes an excellent 
example of this coexistence.

The Oriental massif, or Andara, with softer outlines and with a 
less extension, has its most hight peak in the Morra de Lechugales 
with 2,400m high.

The western, or the Cornión, is more accesible by road and 
shelter in its bosom the Real place of Covadonga and the lakes 
Enol and Ercina, which are mythical places in which the legendary 
history of the Asturias Principality was produced and where the 
contemporary legend is rewrite for the cycling lovers.

This area forms part of the Natura 2000 European Ecological 
Network under the category of Special Area of Conservation and 
Special Protection Area for Birds. 

Also found in this National Park are areas belonging to the 
Regional Network of Protected Natural Areas such as the Natural 
Monuments of Torca Urriellu, the Jitu System, the Toneyu Net-
work and the Trave System. 

Naranjo de Bulnes

Visitor Reception Center. 
Casa Dago 
33550 Cangas de Onís 
Ph. (+34) 985 848 614

Funicular of Bulnes 
Poncebos
(Arenas de Cabrales)
Ph. (+34) 985 846 800

http://
reddeparquesnacionales.
mma.es/parques/picos/
index.htm 

Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA

Picos de Europa Biosphere Reserve
National Park and SAC and SPA areas 

Picos de Europa (Asturias) 
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Oscos-Eo

La Seimeira cascade (Oscos)

Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA
LOCATION: CASTROPOL, TARAMUNDI, SAN TIRSO DE ABRES, VEGADEO, SAN MARTÍN DE OSCOS, 
SANTA EULALIA DE OSCOS AND VILLANUEVA DE OSCOS.

THE LANDSCAPES VALUE ARE UNDENIABLE, but even 
more highlights its historian trajectory of social and 
economical action, as well as patrimony conservation.

#asturias #nature and routes10



C ontains about  1.600 km2, all of them  bounded by 
the fl uvial axis of the river Eo. The natural patrimony 

associated to the mouth of Eo and the valleys of the fl uvial 
basins which support the space, permit the visitor enjoy unique 
ecosystems, in a sequence that goes from the interior spaces 
to their beaches and cliff s.  The optimal conservation of its 
forest formations are a very good representation of it media 
western cantabrian mountain, and not less important is its 
ethnographic and architectural wealth of this zone. 

 The landscapes value are undeniable, but even more 
highlights its historian trajectory of social and economical 
action, as well as patrimony conservation.  Among the fauna 
that inhabits this place, animals stand out as the wild boar, fox 
and roe deer, but we also fi nd other smaller carnivorous as the 
otter, badger and weasel, which are more usual in wooded 
zones with streams and rocks. From its rich and variety fl ora 
highlights over all its natural high level and conservation of its 
forest making emphasising the oakwood with white oaks, the 
chestnut groves, birch and pines, as well as the mixed woods 
(of oaks, pine wood and abeduls) and riverside forest (of alders, 
willows, maples and hazels)

This Reserve forms part of the Natura 2000 European 
Ecological Network under the category of Special Area of 
Conservation and Special Protection Area for Birds.

Other areas from the Asturian Natura Network are partially 
included within the scope of the Biosphere Reserve, such as the 
SAC Cuenca del Agüeira and the SAC Río Eo (Asturias).

Eo estuary (Castropol)

Community Oscos-Eo
Plaza del Ayuntamiento, s/n 
33770 Vegadeo
Ph. +34) 985 634 022

Interpretation of the River Eo 
Center
Old factory of Serrasa 
33760 Castropol
Ph. (+34) 985 635 001

www.asturiasbiosfera.com/
oscos-eo

Reserva de Biosfera Oscos - Eo
Partially declared SAC - SPA
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Fuentes del Narcea,
Degaña and Ibias

Muniellos forest

Natural Park of 

Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA
LOCATION: CANGAS DEL NARCEA, DEGAÑA AND IBIAS

THE PARK VEGETATION IS CHARACTERIZED by its 
extension of beech and oak woods, specially the white 
oak.

#asturias #nature and routes12



E xtends all along 555 km2, covering the high basin of the 
rivers Ibias and Narcea. We emphasise that within the Park 

space two natural spaces are located with singular interest: The 
Integral Natural Reserve of Bosque de Muniellos and the Partial 
Natural Reserve of Cueto de Arbás. 

The Park landscape off ers a big variety of shades, which are 
defi ned with personality in each of the councils which form it: In 
the zone of Cangas del Narcea, the relief is sudden and accidental 
by the pass of the river Narcea and its many affl  uent, seasonal 
exclusive spaces for the trout fi shing. Included within the scope 
of the Nature Park is the fascinating Muniellos forest, where visits 
remain restricted in order to keep its exceptional nature intact. In 
Degaña council one of the most typical ecosystems of the Can-
tabrian Mountain Range appears, and where the oak woods and 
other species highlight, as birch, yew, hollies... as well as its wild 
fauna, in which the most endangered species are included as the 
bear and the capercaillie. Degaña is also, by its own merit, a Re-
gional Reserve of Hunting very appreciated by this discipline lov-
ers. The third council which is included in the Ibias Park, a space 
also mountainous articulated by the river Ibias, provides among 
other spaces, the hill Valdebois as integral part  of Muniellos forest. 
The fountains of Ibias river and it affl  uent coat the mountains and 
valleys of crystalline waters, Ibias counts with testimonies who 
prove their population in the neolithic and in the Roman period, 
dolmens in fi elds and Chao Leda join history, culture and art with 
spectacular art places as Muniellos.

The entire area is included within the current range of the 
brown bear. All the space is considered as permanent habitat of 
the brown bear. In the big extensions of forest and scrubland we 
fi nd many roe deers and chamois, among the birds its worth to 
highlight the capercaillie, which fi nds their habitat in the forest 
of Hermo, Degaña and Muniellos. In most of the rivers, trout and 
salmons are very common, being able to observe the presence 
of the otter. 

In addition to the aforementioned protected areas belong-
ing to the Regional Network of Protected Natural Areas, the area 
of the Nature Park forms part of the Natura 2000 European Eco-
logical Network under the categories of Special Area of Conserva-
tion (SAC) and Special Protection Area for Birds (SPA).

Arbas lagoon (Cangas del Narcea)

Fuentes del Narcea, Degaña 
e Ibias Park House 
33816 Corias
Cangas del Narcea 
Ph. (+34) 985 813 981

Degaña
Town hall
33812 Degaña 
Ph. (+34) 985 818 734

Ibias
Town hall 
33810 San Antolín 
Ph. (+34) 985 816 101

www.fuentesdelnarcea.org

Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA
LOCATION: CANGAS DEL NARCEA, DEGAÑA AND IBIAS

Muniellos Biosphere Reserve
Fuentes del Narcea, Degaña and Ibias

Natural Park
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Somiedo

Del Valle lake (Somiedo)

Natural Park of

Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA
LOCATION: SOMIEDO

DEPREDATORS SUCH AS FOX AND WOLF AND OTHER 
CARNIVOROUS SUCH AS OTTER, BADGER OR WILD CAT 
are all over the territory, to the most lower zones of the 
rivers, with capercaillies and near twenty amphibian and 
reptiles species.

#asturias #nature and routes14



T he Natural Park of Somiedo is located in the meridional 
sector of Asturias, in the limits between the zones of the 

central and occidental mountains, they extend over a surface 
of 283 km2. 

It’s Asturias fi rst Natural Park, having received this declara-
tion in 1988. From its landscape, we highlight the lakes beauty, 
situated at south of Somiedo council, on the highs of the hill 
range they separate Asturias from León: the three small lakes 
of Slaiencia; the Valle Lake, with its characteristic islet-which is 
the biggest lake in Asturias- and the hidden ponds in El Paramo, 
among the valleys of the rivers Somiedo and Pigüeña. Is one of 
the most rough landscapes in Asturias, due to its slopes from 
the 400 to the 2,200m., having the Cornión Peak with 2.194 m. 
with the maximum height. All along its extension, we can fi nd 
the pastures (spaces of migrating ranching) with fertile pasture 
where you can see the famous “teitos”: stone cabins and broom 
roofs, used by the cowboys and the mountain ranchers as refuge 
and that are located distributed by all the Park territory. In their 
surroundings even today farm animal activity is developed as per 
the seasons, looking for the best pasture. 

The Park is home to over one hundred species of birds: the 
common blackbird, the grey wagtail, the kingfi sher... some live 
in the areas around the rivers which are home to populations of 
trout, very abundant in this area; and in the summits and high ar-
eas of Somiedo, the presence of the capercaillie and golden eagle 
should be mentioned. All the great mammals of the mountains 
are to be found in Somiedo, with the presence of the brown bear 
being especially signifi cant. 

Within the Nature Park is another area that forms part of the 
Regional Network of Protected Natural Areas, the Natural Monu-
ment known as the Somiedo lake system.

In addition to the aforementioned protected areas belong-
ing to the Regional Network of Protected Natural Areas, the 
Somiedo Nature Park forms part of the Natura 2000 European 
Ecological Network under the categories of Special Area of Con-
servation (SAC) and Special Protection Area for Birds (SPA).

Natural park of Somiedo

Reception and Interpretation 
Center of the Natural Park of 
Somiedo 
Narciso H. Vaquero, s/n 
33840 Pola de Somiedo 
Ph. (+34) 985 763 758 

www.parquenaturalderedes.es

Somiedo Biosphere Reserve SAC – SPA
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Las Ubiñas-La Mesa

Huerna valley. Las Ubiñas-La Mesa Natural Park (Lena)

Natural Park of

Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA
LOCATION: TEVERGA, QUIRÓS Y LENA

BETWEEN THE WATERS WHICH FLOW OVER THIS PARK, 
we emphasize the the pass formed by the River Val of 
Sampedro, in which we can fi nd the Cave Huerta, which 
has been declared Natural Monument and refuge of many 
various species of bats. 
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I t is located in the central region of Asturias, with a total area 
of 451 sq km. It comprises sharply contrasting mountainous 

territory, in which is situated the Peña Ubiña massif, which, after 
the Picos de Europa, is the second largest limestone mountain 
range of the Cantabrian Cordillera, with altitudes of more than 
2,400 m. This Biosphere Reserve contains examples of almost 
half of the Asturian fl ora, with more than a third of the space 
covered by mature forests, with beech woods predominating.
In this Biosphere Reserve you can fi nd examples of most of 
half of the asturian vegetation families, with more than a third 
occupied space by mature forest dominated by the beech 
woods. The Cantabrian fauna is well represented, with species 
such as the brown bear and the cantabrian capercaillie. The 
predatory birds, the roe deer, deer, chamois, the fox or the wolf 
also compose part of the animal life.

Between the waters which fl ow over this Park, we empha-
size the pass formed by the River Val of Sampedro, in which we 
can fi nd the Cave Huerta, which has been declared Natural Mo-
nument and a shelter for several species of bats. We sum many 
cultural values to this environmental wealth. Counts with one of 
the most rich rock station of the peninsular north-east (Fresnedo 
rock coats), of cave paintings of the bronze age-Iron Age-. Also 
maintains rests of the Castro stage, but with no doubt one of the 
most representative elements is the Real Route of Mesa, roman 
roads that communicate the region with the meseta from León.

In addition to the Huerta Cave Natural Monument, within 
the Nature Park there is another area which forms part of the Re-
gional Network of Protected Natural Spaces, namely the Puertos 
de Marabio Natural Monument.

In addition to the aforementioned protected areas belon-
ging to the Regional Network of Protected Natural Areas, the 
Ubiñas-La Mesa Nature Park forms part of the Natura 2000 Eu-
ropean Ecological Network in terms of various Special Areas of 
Conservation (SAC) and Special Protection Areas for Birds (SPA).

Lena
Information Centre of the 
Las Ubiñas-La Mesa Natural 
Park
33628 Tuíza Ríba (Lena)
Ph. (+34) 985 496 268

Tourism information offi  ce 
Esq. del Marqués 
de San Feliz, 2 
33630 Pola de Lena 
Ph. (+34) 985 497 608

Quirós
Tourism information offi  ce 
San Salvador, AS-229, pk. 8,4
33117 Quirós
Ph. (+34) 985 768 096 (Offi  -
ce: summer and weekends 
of March to 15 December)
(+34)  985 768 160 (Town Hall) 

Teverga
Tourism information offi  ce 
Dr. G. Miranda, s/n 
33111 San Martín - Teverga 
Ph. (+34) 985 764 293

http://www.asturiasbiosfera.
com/las-ubinas-la-mesa

Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA
LOCATION: TEVERGA, QUIRÓS Y LENA

Biosphere Reserve
Las Ubiñas - La Mesa

Cortes and Peña Rueda. Las Ubiñas - La Mesa Natural Park (Quirós) 
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REDES

Redes Natural Park (Sobrescobio)

Natural Park of

Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA
LOCATION: CASO AND SOBRESCOBIO

THEIR WOODS, FRAGMENTED IN PASTURE AND BRUSHES 
AREAS, are the most noted of the high basin of the river 
Nalón. 

#asturias #nature and routes18



L ocated in the east-center mountain sector and occupies 
the surface of 376 km2. Its environmental wealth reveals in 

multiple landscapes and contrasts. You can observe formations 
of the glacier origin, as moraine or cirque, karstic formations in 
caves and large fi elds of pasture and mountains. Redes counts 
with a tree surface within a 40% occupation in the territory. 
Outstanding are peaks like the Retriñón, the Peña’lVientu, 
Cantul’Osu, the Tiatordos and the Rapaina. The river action caused 
the appearance of open valleys which form big meadows in their 
bottoms and the incredible limestone gorge, as the river Alba 
or Arrudos.

One of the most amazing places in the Park is located in its 
highest zone, with easy access from Bezanes village and isolated 
from the mountain buttress, at 1,215 m, we fi nd the meadow of 
Brañagallones. In the Park of Redes there are all the characteristic 
species from the peninsular north, the brown bear, the capercai-
llie and the wolf; and you can also fi nd the biggest populations 
of chamois and deers in Asturias. The beech is the dominant 
vegetation formation in the hills of Redes, although they have 
important stains of white oaks.

Within the Nature Park there are areas that form part of the 
Regional Network of Protected Natural Areas, namely the Natural 
Monuments of the Deboyo Cave, the “Alba” Route and the Taba-
yón de Mongayo waterfall.

In addition to the aforementioned protected areas belon-
ging to the Regional Network of Protected Natural Areas, the Re-
des Nature Park forms part of the Natura 2000 European Ecologi-
cal Network under the categories of Special Area of Conservation 
(SAC) and Special Protection Area for Birds (SPA).

 

El tabayón cascade (Caso)

Reception Center and Nature 
Interpretation of the Natural 
Park of Redes-Caso
Práu la Feria
33990 Campo de Caso
Ph. (+34) 985 608 022

Sobrescobio 
Ctra. General
33993 Rioseco 
Ph. (+34) 985 609 099 
or (+34) 985 609 005
(summer only)

www.parquenaturalderedes.es/

Biosphere Reserve Redes SAC - SPA
and Natural Park
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PONGA - SAC - SPA

Ponga mountains

Natural Park of

AN IMPRESSIVE WOODED MASS which alternates with 
fi elds and pastures, testimony of the ancestral human 
approach of the territory which confers a singular beauty. 

LOCATION: PONGA
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L ocated in the east-center sector in the Cantabrian 
Mountain Range, with a surface of 205 km2.Constitutes a 

complex relied territory, with important slopes that oscillate 
between the 300m and the 2,100 m of Peña Ten or the 1,951 of 
Tiatordos. The fl uvial valleys which go over the Park are narrow 
and their mountainside present very high slopes, causing 
spectacular defi les as the one in Ponga or los Beyos.

In Ponga’s Natural Park all the elements that confi gure 
the wealthy fauna of the east center mountain of the region 
are represented. The good state of its habitat permits the 
presece in this zone of the most emblematic species of 
the Cantabrian Mountain Range, as the deer, roe deer, 
cantabrian chamois, and the cantabrian capercaillie. 

The presence of chestnut cultivation stand out in the 
central area of the Park, around the cities of Beleño, Abiegos 
and Taranes; specially in the Partial Natural Reserve of 
Peloño, formed by an large extension of beech woods, its an 
excellent example of biologic wealth of the zone. 

This Nature Park forms part of the Natura 2000 European 
Ecological Network under the categories of Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC) and Special Protection Area for Birds 
(SPA).

Autumn in Peloño (Ponga)

Reception and Interpretation 
Center of the Natural Park of 
Ponga
33557 San Juan de Beleño
Ph. (+34) 985 843 113

www.ponga.es/parque-natural

Natural Park of Ponga
SAC and SPA Ponga-Amieva

LOCATION: PONGA
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MUNIELLOS
FOREST

Muniellos forest

Fully Protected Nature Reserve 

Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA
LOCATION: CANGAS DEL NARCEA E IBIAS.

THE RESERVE IS THE LARGEST OAK 
FOREST IN SPAIN, and one of the best 
preserved in Europe.
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T he Integral Nature Reserve of Muniellos, which has an area 
of 60 sq km, is Integrated into the Fuentes del Narcea, 

Degaña eIbias Nature Reserve, which has an area of more than 
475 sq km.

Since its declaration as Biologic Reserve in the year 
1,982 this singular natural space is exclusively dedicated to 
the investigation and realization of educational programs 
for school students and authorized arranged visits, the 
pass is limited to visitors in order to benefi t the complete 
ecosystem conservation. 

Visits must be authorised by the Ministry of Rural 
Development and Natural Resources, and a maximum of 20 
visitors per day is allowed.

The Natural Reserve of Muniellos include the hills of 
Muniellos and la Vijella and the hill of Valdebois. The Reserve 
which shelters the biggest oak of Spain and one of the 
best maintained in Europe, embraces in its environment a 
real virgin nature that revives each season with surprisingly 
samples of adaptation to the environment. 

Always changing, it’s a clear example of the asturian 
paradise in all the year stages, oaks of many species and up 
to six m. diameter, beech and birch woods are splattered 
by continue presence of hollies and yews, perrenial kings 
of the Autumn in Muniellos. Climbing up to the lakes of La 
Peña, Grande, Fonda and La Isla defi ne one of the trips of 
maximum interest among the hiking enthusiastic. 

The Muniellos or Tablizas River, tributary of the Narcea, 
runs through the forest collecting water from the many 
streams that fl ow in torrents through its river basin.  The 
animal lovers have in the forest of Muniellos an important 
referent on asturian fauna, the most relevant on them, the 
brown cantabrian bear, fi nds in this zone the adequate 
conditions for its survival: large forests and refuge zones 
with inadequate access. The undergrowth has its own 
splendour over a cape of heather, fern, blackberry, blueberry 
and lichen, these last, with fragile survival, confi rm the total 
lack of contamination, giving a peculiar sensation of magic 
to the environment of the interior of the forest. Another 
fascinating secrets of Muniellos is its big variety in fungus, 
which inhabit the forests with more than four hundred 
species. 

This Comprehensive Nature Park forms part of the Natura 
2000 European Ecological Network under the categories of 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and Special Protection 
Area for Birds (SPA).

Ministry of Rural 
Development and Natural 
Resources 
Administrative Building of 
Multiple Services (EASMU)
C/ Coronel Aranda, 2 
Planta 3ª
33005 Oviedo
Ph. (+34) 985 105 500

Reception Center of the 
Integral Natural Reserve of 
Muniellos.
33811 Tablizas 
Cangas del Narcea 
Ph. (+34) 661 931 580

Interpretation Center of the 
Integral Natural Reserve of 
Muniellos.
Ctra. AS-348. P.K. 5
33811 Oballo 
Cangas del Narcea 
Ph. (+34) 607 839 670
To make a reservation to 
enter the Reserve, please call: 
(+34)985 279 100 or go to
www.asturias.es

www.asturiasbiosfera.com/
muniellos-fuentes-de-
narcea

Biosphere Reserve - SAC - SPA
LOCATION: CANGAS DEL NARCEA E IBIAS.

Muniellos Biosphere Reserve
Fuentes del Narcea, Degaña and 

Ibias Natural Park
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Eo Estuary
LOCATION: Castropol y Vegadeo.

This Nature Reserve, pending declaration, is integrated into the Biosphere 
Reserve of the Eo River, Oscos and Terras de Burón It’s located integrated 
in the Biosphere Reserve of Oscos – Eo. This space which constitutes one 
of the best conserved estuaries in the north, has a total surface of 14 km2. 
This sea inlet off ers the fan an unforgettable experience about their 
waters, From the small coastal docks of Castropol, Figueras and Ribadeo 
you can make a ride on boat by the inlet.

In addition to having been declared a RAMSAR Wetland, this protected 
area is included among the areas that make up the Asturian Natura 
Network under the categories of Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and 
Special Protection Area for Birds (SPA).

Reception Center of Castropol visitors.
La Fuente, 15. 33760 Castropol. 
Ph. (+34) 985 635 113.

Vegadeo.
Plaza del Ayto., s/n. 33770 Vegadeo. 
Ph. (+34) 664 476 415.

CInterpretation Center of la Ría del Eo.
Antigua Fábrica de Serrasa. 
33760 Castropol. Ph. (+34) 985 635 001.
www.castropol.es/reserva-natural-parcial-de-la-ria-del-eo

Partial Natural Reserves

Barayo
LOCATION: Navia y Valdés.

It’s an unique ecological system of 2,5 km2 
which represents an excellent sample of cliff  
vegetation, dune and beaches, with botanist 
species of big interest. The river Barayo, form 
in its mouth a spectacular stuary of high 
natural value and landscape quality.

As it is located along the coastal stretch 
between Penarronda and Barayo, it belongs to 
the Asturian Natura 2000 Network

Valdés.
Tourism information offi  ce, 
Plaza de Alfonso X El Sabio.
Palacio de Gamoneda. 33700 Luarca.
Ph. (+34) 985 640 083.

Navia.
Tourism information offi  ce
Jardines de Alfonso Iglesias. 
Avda. de La Dársena, s/n. 
33710 Navia. 
Ph. (+34) 985 473 795.

www.parquehistorico.org
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Cueto de Arbas
LOCATION: Cangas del Narcea

This Nature Reserve, pending declaration, 
contains an extremely interesting glacier-
sculpted form that is dominated by valleys, 
ridges and cirques which are very rare 
in the western region. It belongs to the 
Asturian Natura 2000 Network.

 The set of lakes, puddles and small turbid 
spaces are exceptional located in the 
Lake of Arbás, in the north-east slope. The 
brown bear is the most representative 
animal in the Reserve.

Cangas del Narcea.
Casa de Cultura “Palacio de Omaña”.
Plaza Mayor, 48. 
33800 Cangas del Narcea. 
Ph. (+34) 985 811 498.

The Reserve is integrated in the Natural 
Park Fuentes de Narcea, Degaña and 
Ibias locating to the west of Puerto de 
Leitariegos. 

www.fuentesdelnarcea.org 

Las Caldas Cave
LOCATION: Oviedo

This Reserve deserves special attention as a 
underground ecosystem and over all, due to its 
prehistoric site of the solutrean and magdalenian 
periods. 

Oviedo.
Tourism information offi  ce.
Plaza de la Constitución, 4. 33009 Oviedo. 
Ph. (+34) 984 086 060.

www.oviedo.es/index.php/es/la-ciudad/turismo

Del Lloviu Cave
LOCATION: Villaviciosa

The Cave of Lloviu is located between the Bridge 
Arroes and Peón, together with river España. 
Also known as Cueva de Peón, and with a total 
development of 1.841 m. of galleries, its principal 
interest it’s that it’s the biggest asturian cavity 
developed in limestone during the Jurasic.

Tourism information offi  ce.
Teatro Riera. 33300 Villaviciosa. 
Ph. (+34) 985 891 759.
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Partial Natural Reserves

Del Sidrón Cave
LOCATION: Piloña

Are located near Vallobal and 
constitutes the most biggest asturian 
cavity of limestone not being coal 
deposit, nevertheless, the principal 
interest in this cave resides in its 
biological values, refuge of chiropractic 
and beetle species. The cavity has at the 
same time, a prehistoric deposit with 
some cave paintings.

Tourism information offi  ce.
Plaza del Ayuntamiento.
33530 Infi esto. Piloña. 
Ph. (+34) 985 710 013.

www.comarcadelsueve.com/reserva_
natural_parcial_de_la_cueva_del_sidron

Villaviciosa Estuary
LOCATION: Villaviciosa

This area is located on the central-eastern coast of Asturias and is a 
beautiful natural area where river and sea elements combine. 

The estuary is considered to be of great ecological value due to the 
importance of its fauna, especially in ornithological terms, both in 
the number of birds that use the Reserve and the variety of species. 

In addition to having been declared a RAMSAR Wetland, this 
protected area is included among the areas that make up the 
Asturian Natura Network under the categories of Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC) and Special Protection Area for Birds (SPA).

Tourism information offi  ce.
Teatro Riera.
33300 Villaviciosa. 
Ph. (+34) 985 891 759.

Interpretation Center of the Villaviciosa Estuary
Ctra. Villaviciosa-El Puntal.
Villaviciosa. 
Ph. (+34) 630 460 345

www.riadevillaviciosa.org
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Rosa Cave
LOCATION: Ribadesella

Cave Rosa is located in El Pegadín, 
limestone peak located between 
Calabrez and El Carmen and it’s an 
important complex karstic which drain 
the waters of a big hollow. 

Related with this complex, we have 
an important prehistoric site in the 
solutrean and magdalenian periods.

This protected area is included among 
the areas that make up the Asturian 
Natura Network under the category of 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC).

Ribadesella.
Tourism information offi  ce.
Paseo Princesa Letizia, s/n. 
33560 Ribadesella. 
Ph. (+34) 985 860 038.

Peloño
LOCATION: Ponga

Located within the Natural Park of 
Ponga, this Reserve has a totoal of 1.507 
hectares, corresponding to the villages 
of San Juan, , Casielles, San Ignacio and 
Viego.

Peloño’s forest if one of the most 
emblematic forest spaces, constitutes 
an unique chromatic spectacle in the 
autumn due to its dense wooded mass 
of autochthonous species relatively 
large which contributes the capercaillie 
presence and counts with special 
interest nucleus in the hill of Peloño. 

Ponga.
Town hall.
33557 San Juan de Beleño.
Ph. (+34) 985 843 001.

http://orienteastur.info/naturaleza/
reserva-natural-de-pelono/
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Beach of Penarronda
Castropol and Tapia de Casariego.

Tejo de Pastur
La Bobia. Illano.

Cave of Andina
Arancedo. El Franco.

Beach of Frexulfe
Frexulfe. Navia.

Waterfall of Oneta
Oneta. Villayón.

Alcornocal de Boxu 
Boxu. Allande.

Yew of Santa Coloma
Santa Coloma. Allande.

Yew of Lago
Lago. Allande.

Oak of Valentín
Valentín. Tineo.

Hoces del Esva
Valdés.

Yew of Salas
Salas.

Turbera de las Dueñas
Las Dueñas. Cudillero.

Lake system of Somiedo
Saliencia. Somiedo.

Puertos de Marabio
Teverga and Yernes y Tameza.

Cave Huerta
Defi le of río Sampedro. Teverga.

Island of La Deva and Playón de Bayas
Castrillón and Soto del Barco.

Defi le of las Xanas
Villanueva. Santo Adriano.

Texu and Rebollu of Bermiego
Bermiego. Quirós.

Meanders of Nora
Oviedo and Las Regueras

Beach of Espartal
Castrillón.

Natural Monuments
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Pond of Zeluán and
Cove of Llodero
Ría de Avilés. Gozón.

Oak of Lavandera
Tueya. Gijón.

Carbayera’l Tragamón
Gijón.

Natural Monument of Icnitas Site 
Colunga, Gijón, Ribadesella and
Villaviciosa.

Yew of Santibáñez de la Fuente
Santibáñez de la Fuente. Aller.

Foces del Pinu
El Pinu. Aller.

Route of Alba
Soto de Agues. Sobrescobio.

Tabayón de Mongayo
Caso.

Cave Deboyo
Caso.

Entrepeñes and Beach of Vega
Ribadesella

Red de Toneyu
Sierra de Beza. Amieva.

System of Jitu
Onís.

Beach of Gulpiyuri
Naves. Llanes.

System of Trave
Near Bulnes.Cabrales.

Torca Urriellu
Peaks of Europe. Cabrales.

Bufones de Arenillas
Puertas de Vidiago. Llanes.

Bufón de Santiuste
La Franca - Buelna. Llanes

Complex of Cobijeru
Near Buelna. Llanes.

Saucedas de Buelles
Buelles. Peñamellera Baja.
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Hoces del Esva
LOCATION: Valdés, Tineo and Salas

Includes all the hydrographic basin of 
the river Esva, which has an extension of 
460 km2 covering the principal affl  uents 
(Navelgas, Bárcena, Llorín and Mállene) and 
the small streams that these pour.

This Protected Landscape is pending 
declaration.

In the basin of the Esva river is the area 
belonging to the Asturian Natura 2000 
Network, known as SAC Esva River. 

Valdés.
Tourism information offi  ce.
Plaza de Alfonso X El Sabio. 
Palacio de Gamoneda. 33700 Luarca.
Ph. (+34) 985 640 083

Salas.
Tourism information offi  ce.
Plaza de la Campa. 33860 Salas. 
Ph. (+34) 985 830 988

Tineo.
Tourism information offi  ce.
Plaza del Fontán, 22. 33870 Tineo.
Ph. (+34) 985 900 202

Carondio and Valledor
Mountain Range
LOCATION: Allande, Grandas de Salime and Villayón

This Protected Landscape, pending declaration, is considered to 
be of great value for its beauty and nature, and in this area we 
fi nd a good cross-section of the varied ethnographic aspects 
of the area. The landscape contains small basins of tributary 
streams for the Navia river and the entire basin of the Oro river. 
Currently, it is home to the largest cork oak tree in the whole of 
Asturias, on the outskirts of the village of Bojo.

Included within this area are two areas belonging to the 
Asturian Natura 2000 Network, one partially, SAC Alcornocales 
del Navia and the other entirely, known as SAC Río del Oro.

Grandas de Salime.
Tourism information offi  ce.
El Salvador, 6. 33730 Grandas de Salime. 
Ph. (+34) 985 627 350 (only in summer).

Allande.
Tourism information offi  ce.
Parque del Toral, s/n. 33880 Pola de Allande. 
Ph. (+34) 985 807 004 (only in summer).

Villayón.
Tourism information offi  ce. 
La Plaza, 12. 33717 Villayón. 
Ph. (+34) 985 625 051 ó 985 625 055.

Protected Landscapes
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Caldoveiro Peak
LOCATION: Grado, Yernes y Tameza, Proaza and Teverga.

The Peak Caldoveiro with 1.357 m, is the peak of the river 
Tamiza head and forms a relevant space in the mountain, 
shelter for a variety of fauna and fl ora. The resulting 
landscape is very remarkable, splashed with some mountain 
lakes and folds with cabins. 

Grado.
-Center and and Visitor Reception of 
Camín Real de la Mesa
Eduardo Sierra, 10. Palacio Fontela. 33820 Grado.
Ph. (+34) 985 754 783 
-Tourism Information Offi  ce
Parque de S. Antonio. 33820 Grado. 
Ph. (+34) 628 361 919 / 985 753 073 (A.D.L.).

Teverga.
Tourism information offi  ce.
C/ Doctor García Miranda. 33111 San Martín – Teverga. 
Ph. (+34) 985 764 293.

Proaza.
Ayto. de Proaza.
Plaza de la Abadía, s/n. 33114 Proaza. 
Ph. (+34) 985 761 001.

Yernes y Tameza.
Town hall. Villabre, s/n. 
Ph. (+34) 985 972 303.

Occidental Coast
LOCATION: Valdés and Cudillero.

This Protected Landscape, pending declaration, 
comprises a coastal strip of around 35 km 
in length, forming a narrow coastal strip of 
countryside exposed to the sea with large areas 
of meadows and pastures. It contains coastal 
areas that are inaccessible and of great value. 

Partially included within this area are areas from 
the Natura 2000 Network such as SAC Río Negro, 
SAC Río Esqueiro, SAC Turbera de Las Dueñas, 
and SAC and SPA Cabo Busto-Luanco.

Cudillero.
Tourism information offi  ce.
Puerto del Oeste. 
33150 Cudillero.
 Ph. (+34) 985 591 377 ó 985 591 452.

Valdés.
Tourism information offi  ce.
Plaza de Alfonso X El Sabio. 
Palacio de Gamoneda.
33700 Luarca.
Ph. (+34) 985 640 083.
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Peña Ubiña
LOCATION: Quirós and Lena

Are located in the center of the asturian mountain, limiting with 
the south with León. It’s one of the most rich sectors and different 
from the asturian massif, valleys covered with dense woods, crags 
surrounded with small streams and countless mountain passes. 

Lena.
Tourism information office.
Esquina Marqués de San Feliz, 2. 33630 Pola de Lena. 
Ph. (+34) 985 497 608.

Quirós.
Tourism information office.
San Salvador, AS-229, pk. 8,4. 33117 Quirós. 
Ph. (+34) 985 768 096 (Oficce) / (+34) 985 768 160 (Town Hall)

Aramo Mountain Range
LOCATION: Quirós, Morcín y Riosa

The mountain of Aramo, considered in a huge sense, extends all 
along 15 km. In direction NE, between the rivers Trubia and Riosa. 

The defined area as a Protected Space covers the high part of the 
mountain and constitutes the principal elevation of the north 
center-east sector with a peak lining as in La Gamonal with 1.712 
m, and the Gamoniteiro, with 1.788 m.

Quirós.
Tourism information office.
San Salvador, AS-229, pk. 8,4. 33117 Quirós. 
Ph. (+34) 985 768 096 (Oficce) / (+34)  985 768 160 (Town Hall)

Riosa.
Tourism information office.
La Fuente, 1. 33160 La Vega. 
Ph. (+34) 985 766 265 (summer only).

Peñas Cape
LOCATION: Gozón

The triangular profile of Cabo Peñas offers a natural landscape of 
evident ecological value, dominated by the strong personality of 
its impressive cliff over the Cantabrian which reach, in some cases, 
the 100m above the sea level. From the cape, you can contemplate 
small rocky islands, making emphasis among them the Erbosa, the 
second island in extension in the Principality.

Its geographical area coincides partially with SPA Cabo Busto-
Luanco and completely with SAC Cabo Busto-Luanco. 

Reception Center of Visitors of  
Medio Marino de Peñas.
Faro de Peñas, s/n. 33448 Viodo. Gozón. 
Ph. (+34) 657 098 617.

Cuencas Mineras
LOCATION: Mieres, San Martín del Rey Aurelio, 
Langreo and Laviana

Is located in the most mountainous zone in the 
Mining Valleis and covers the mountains of Navaliego, 
Longalendo and el cordal de Urbiés, in the valley of 
Turón. 

The action of atmospheric agents, specially water, has 
drawn this singular landscape full of valleis and fluvial 
networks which go through them and give their flows 
to the river Turón.

Its geographical area coincides completely with the 
Natura 2000 Network called Cuencas Mineras.

Mancomunidad del Valle del Nalón.
Promotion and Tourism Development.
C/ Vicente Vallina, 10. 33950 Sotrondio.  
San Martín del Rey Aurelio.  
Ph. (+34) 985 672 339 - 985 672 001.

Laviana.
Tourism information office.
Pza. Fray Ceferino. 33980 Pola de Laviana. 
Ph. (+34) 985 611 377 (summer only)
-Centro de Interpretación Armando Palacio Valdés.
Entralgo - Laviana.
Ph. (+34) 985 611 377. 

Mieres.
Tourism information office.
C/ Manuel Llaneza, 8. 33600 Mieres. 
Ph. (+34) 985 450 533. 

Tourism Information Office in El Entrego  
(only in summer).
Avda. del Parque s/n. 33940 San Martín del Rey Aurelio. 
Ph. (+34) 985 660 138.

Langreo
Tourism information office.
Casa de los Alberti.
San Fernando. 33900 Ciaño.
Ph. (+34) 984 282 925
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Sueve Mountain Range
LOCATION: Colunga, Caravia, Ribadesella, Piloña 
and Parres

Among the fauna of the Sueve Range we should 
mention the presence of one of the most symbolic 
Asturian animals; the Asturcón pony, a native breed of 
semi-wild horse that lives in this Sierra. This Protected 
Landscape is pending declaration.

Completely included within this Protected Landscape 
is SAC Sierra del Sueve, an area belonging to the 
Asturian Natura 2000 Network.

Colunga.
Tourism information office.
Plaza de la Iglesia. 33320 Colunga. 
Ph. (+34) 985 852 200.

Interpretation Center of Sierra del Sueve.
Gobiendes. 
Ph. (+34) 985 869 070.

Ribadesella.
Tourism information office.
Paseo Princesa Letizia, s/n. 33560 Ribadesella. 
Ph. (+34) 985 860 038.

Parres.
Tourism information office.
Pza. Venancio Pando. 33540 Arriondas. 
Ph. (+34) 985 841 712 (only in summer).

Piloña
Tourism information office.
Covadonga, 42. 33530 Infiesto. 
Ph. (+34) 985 711 133 (only in summer).

Cuera Mountain Range
LOCATION: Cabrales, Llanes, Peñamellera Alta, 
Peñamellera Baja and Ribadedeva.

It’s a limestone hill range which runs in parallel to the 
coast, in the east of Asturias. Degines a clear example 
of coast mountain in which the proper mountain 
conditions are modified due to the proximity of the sea. 
From its extraordinary beauty the Mazucu location and 
Turbina Peak, from where you can admire the impressive 
panoramic views of the Picos de Europa and the eastern 
coast. This Protected Landscape is pending declaration.

Llanes.
Tourism information office.
Marqués de Canillejas. 33500 Llanes. 
Ph. (+34) 985 400 164

Cabrales.
Tourism information office.
Ctra. Gral. s/n. 33554 Las Arenas. 
Ph. (+34) 985 846 484.

Ribadedeva.
Tourism information office.
Ctra. Colombres-Bustio. 33590 Colombres. 
Ph. (+34) 985 412 321.

Peñamellera Alta.
Tourism information office.
33578 Trescares.
 Ph. (+34) 985 415 889 (only in summer).

Peñamellera Baja.
Tourism information office.
Ctra. General. 33570 Panes. 
Ph. (+34) 985 414 297 (only in summer).

East Coast
LOCATION: Llanes y Ribadedeva.

Located at the east of Llanes, between the council 
capital and the eastern extreme of the region. 

The delimited area constitutes a narow strip of about 
30km. of lengh, and 1 to 4 km width characterized by 
their beaches, cliffs and plane mountains. Occasionally, 
beaches are hidden in small rock shelters or open up 
into beautiful inlets. 

This Protected Landscape is pending declaration and 
partially overlaps with the areas from the Asturian 
Natura Network known as SAC Río Purón, SAC Río Las 
Cabras-Bedón, and SAC and SPA Ría de Ribadesella-Ría 
de Tinamayor.

Llanes.
Tourism information office.
Marqués de Canillejas. 33500 Llanes. 
Ph. (+34) 985 400 164.

Ribadedeva.
Tourism information office.
Ctra. Colombres-Bustio. 33590 Colombres. 
Ph. (+34) 985 412 321.
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Routes and Paths 
A sturias natural spaces, off er many ways to enjoy 

the natural privileged environment, in which the 
experience of going through their corners will be with 
no doubt the best of the memories. The nature always 
has formed inseparable part of the history of Asturias, 
paths, roads and routes, have been and are, trips with 
diff erent reasons along the time. Old communication 
roads, Roman roads, commerce or pilgrimage routes, 
are actually travelled by the nature lovers without losing 
their spectacular beauty, their culture and their legends.

The Paths of long journey as the ones with small 
journeys are a net of signed pedestrian itineraries, formed 
by a connexion of paths, roads, tracks,... which try always 
when possible, to avoid the Journey of paved roads and 
with vehicles traffi  c. 

The ones detailed in this guide – a small samples 
of the many and variate which exist along the geo-
graphy of Asturias-, are short routes which show the 
specifi c surroundings or they reach to the population., 
a refuge or to a concrete interest point. Their signing is 
similar to the routes of long journeys but with white or 
yellow painting marks and their duration can be of a little 
walk, part time or day excursions.

The SL are Local Routes, signed routes by the town 
halls by which the route goes through, in which, apart 
from the horizontal signing made by painting marks, they 
put vertical indicators which make the path journey easy. 
They are posts and arrows, informative signs, information 
panels, as landscapes interpretation tables. All of them 
complement and support the activity, giving not only an 
informative content also increases the interest on it and at 
the same time to learn and value the environment where 
we walk.

At the same time companies and service active 
tourism professionals, off er leisure alternatives for all cate-
gories that for sure will adapt to all diffi  culty and training 
levels for each person and activity.

Spaces for hiking, walks, walking routes, by horse, 
bicycle climbing for the most experts, will the best way 
to know and enjoy these natural environments. The envi-
ronment and ecological values require a respect and care 
treatment, essential for their maintenance. The realization 
of outdoor activities, implicates an adequate behaviour, 
in each place witch guarantees the present an future 
sustainability of the authentic `Natural Paradise´. 

Recommendations for your stay 
in the nature

• Do not leave or bury rubbish. Take it to a place where 
they have a collection service. 

• Be careful with fi re. Do not light a camp fi re. Take your 
lunch prepared. 

• Respect and look after the fountains, rivers and other 
water resources. Do not pour soap, detergent, contami-
nant products neither residue in them. 

• Do not camp yourself. Respect the places destined to 
it and do not destroy the fl oor by digging halls or ditches. 

• The fl ora and fauna are the essential nature leading 
role; for this do not pull fl owers, branches up, do not dis-
turb the fauna; we will enjoy them observing them. Also 
remember that many of them are protected by law.

• Use the motor vehicle the less possible. Use it only to 
move on the road and the indispensable by tracks, but if 
needed, circulate slowly and without coming out of them. 
The noise is also a contamination way. 

• Close gates, fences, cabin doors, … that you can fi nd 
in the fi elds, in order to avoid the livestock Journey or 
other animals. 

• Always cross the farming by the paths and never stand 
on the sown fi eld.

• Respect the roads. The short cuts only work to damage 
the fl oor and you can get to disappear the original path.

• Dogs should go with a leash in order to avoid distur-
bing or scaring the livestock or other animals.

Source: Federation of Mountain, climbing and hiking sports of 
the Principality of Asturias. 

Type of routes:
Journey: the end of the route does not coincide with the 
way out. It’s recommendable to look for transport for the 
way back. 

Circular: The route starts and fi nishes in the same place

Way out and back: Once the route has been done, the 
way back is the same route the other way round. Normally 
are easy routes which do not present any problems. 
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mountain routes
1.- Teixo-Teixois route PR AS-102.1
2.- La Cascada route (Seimeira) PR AS-116
3.- Hoces del Esva route PR AS-1 y PR AS-2
4.- Moal Forest route PR AS-132 
5.-Los Lagos route PR AS-15
6.- La Regueirina Route PR AS-286
7.- Los Molinos route PR AS-141
8.- Del Alba route PR AS-62
9.- Cascada del Tabayón route PR AS-60 
10.-Las Foces del Río Pino y Río Aller route PR 
AS-31 y PR AS-31.1
11.-Pico Pierzu route PR AS-211
12.-Route to Pico Pienzu PR AS-71
13.- Mirador de Ordiales route PR AS-223
14.- Cares route PR AS-227
15.- Monte Camba route PR AS-229
16.- Del Camín Encantau route

Biker ring Gr-208 Btt

1.- Bueño-Recreative area of Villapará
2.- Rec. Area of Villapará - Rec. Area of La Peral
3.- Rec. Area of La Peral - Sotiello
4.- Sotiello-Santibáñez de Murias
5.- Santibáñez de Murias-Cabañaquinta
6.- Cabañaquinta-La Colladiella
7.- Alto La Colladiella-La Peña
8.- La Peña-Bueño

36
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Green routes
1.- Senda del Oso
2.- Cordal de La Carisa 
3.-  Vía Verde Turón

Coastal routes
1.- Bustio-Pendueles
2.- Pendueles-Llanes
3.- Llanes-Celorio
4.- Celorio-San Antolín
5.- San Antolín-Toriello 
6.- Arenal de Morís- De la Griega beach
7.- La Ñora-Gijón
8.- Luanco-Nieva
9.- Arnao beach-San Juan de La Arena 
10.- San Esteban de Pravia-Aguilar beach
11.- Barayo-Navia
12.- Navia-Viavélez
13.- Viavélez–Tapia de Casariego
14.- Tapia de Casariego-Vegadeo

ascents
1.- El Cabril
2.- Pico Cornón
3.- Peña Ubiña
4.- Tiatordos
5.- Pico Zorro 
6.- Torre de Santa María
7.- Torrecerredo 
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80

Natural Park of Somiedo
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T he route starts in the hill of Teixo, between  
the the peaks of Ouroso and Busnovo, in 

the proximities of the hostel we will start the 
walk by the road which goes towards Santa 
Marina. In the last houses of Teixo we will get 
track at our right, until we find a cross in which 
we will take the deviation on our left, which 
passes under a road. 

When we arrive to a chestnut, the track 
transforms into a route that goes through it until 
we arrive to the village of Santa Marina, a beautiful 
example of the asturian west rural architecture, 
with the characteristics hermetic volumes, with 
masonry apparent stone walls and covered with 
slate. From Santa Marina we continue catching 
the road that we have at our right and that goes 
to another typical example of rural architecture, 
from here, our way raises up to the crest where we 
find a track which continues to the left, between 
a moor zone, and that leads to the country house 
of Almallos. 

Here the track has a change of direction 
to the right and descends between grass and 
chestnuts until the road that joins Taramundi with 
Veigaas, and from this one by a path towards 
the ethnographic group of Os Teixois, perfect 
example of what in the XVIII century was a prosper 
industry in all the west of Asturian, collects a series 
of ingenuities moved by water; a mill, mazo de 
foundry, a fulling mill for the whool treatment, 
stones for sharper and a primitive electrical station. 
Once we have visited all this, we will continue 
towards the near village of Las Mestas by ta path 
next to a stream. 

We will ignore the first four Journeys we 
find on our way till we after get the next turning 
to right and which will direct us to a track which 
we take at the right. On the way we will find the 
even today identifiables caboeiras which, fed with 
plenty of oaks in the zone, produced vegetable 
coal which the old foundries used. Once we are 
in Mestas we only have to take the track that joins 
with Teixo.

ItInerary: 
Teixo - Santa Marina – Almallos – 
Os Teixois – Mestas – Teixo

CounCIl: 
Taramundi

DIstanCe:
10 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
3 h 35 min

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Circular

908
Pousado

945

TEIXO

OS TEIXOIS

Santa Marina

Coto Agudo

Turi

As Mestas
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teixo-teixois route 

ItInerary: 
Teixo - Santa Marina – Almallos – 
Os Teixois – Mestas – Teixo

CounCIl: 
Taramundi

DIstanCe:
10 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
3 h. 35 min.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Circular

PR AS-102.1

route 1.

teIxo 
(620)

teIxo 
(620)



W e start the journey in the recreative 
area of Pumares, where we get a 

road which crosses the road and directs to 
the houses that we have opposite. From 
this point the roads transforms in a path 
with walls covered with moss and plants 
and we get in a placid landscape where 
the river Agüeira will accompany at our 
left going through fields landscape closed 
with stone walls characterized in this 
zone of Asturias and chestnuts, oaks and 
alder trees woods. The path raises up and 
converts into a track moving away and 
back alternatively of the river course until 
we reach the village of Ancadeira, now 
deserted.

We go through it in order to take 
up again with the track edge of Agüeira, 
going through a cement bridge that we 
will not cross. Following in every moment 
the river course, we will ascend a short but 
strong slope, at the end the Seimeira de 
Murias cascade will be visible. The track 
narrows and will take us at the waterfall, 
with a height of 20m. The way back will be 
done by the same route. 

ItInerary: 
Pumares – Ancadeira – 
Seimeira - Ancadeira – Pumares

CounCIl: 
Santa Eulalia de Oscos

DIstanCe:
6,4 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
1 h 20 min

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Way out and back: 
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la Cascada route (seimeira)

ItInerary: 
Pumares – Ancadeira – 
Seimeira - Ancadeira – Pumares

CounCIl: 
Santa Eulalia de Oscos

DIstanCe:
6,4 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
1 h. 20 min.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Way out and back: 

PR AS-116

route 2.

Penoes
802

Pousadoiro
945

Murias
889

Teixeira

Ventoso

Santalla

PUMARES

BOSQUEIMADO Santa
Eulalia

Cuadro
793

Peña Soar
837

 BosQueImaDo 
(800)

pumares 
(500)
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Hoces del esva route
PR AS-1 y PR AS-2

route 3.

T his journey shows two different parts, the 
PR AS-1 with a strong slope and that only 

offers us lovely views to the valley of Paredes, 
and the PR AS-2 easier to walk and that transits 
through a lovely environment.

In San Pedro we direct to the river Esva that 
we will cross by a stone bridge. Once we have 
passed the cemetery, at the last house we will 
take the road which begins at the right, opposite 
a raised granary and that ascends between 
moors, chestnuts and birch until the mountains 
of Adrado. In the climbing we will find with 
“cortines”, which protect the colonies from the 
predator attach and in the opposite field, at 
our left, the Dolmen of Restiello. Near the crest 
closed fields do appear with big slabs of swollen 
slates and the typical houses “terrenas” which 
indicate us that we are in ““vaqueiro” (migrating 
herdsmen) territory. 

We will therefore arrive to the `Braña de 
Andrado´ from we will continue the way in 
direction to Bustiello, finding here and there 
houses, fields and oak woods. In that direction 
we will arrive to Cabanón, old stone warehouse 
of the electrical station; just before it we will take 
a track at the left which is at some points carved 
by rock, descends to the river’s level by a narrow 
pass in occasions between oak woods, creating 
a shady and damp environment, very suggestive 
towards the reservoir of the old factory. 

At this point the PR AS-2 finishes but its 
worthy continue by the path recently built that 
directs to the village of Calleras in Tineo, through 
a lovely track which goes next to the river, until 
we reach a stretch where we separate from the 
river towards Calleras, it’s here where we have to 
go back by the same track to Cabanón and after 
go down to San Pedro final point of this lovely 
route. 

ItInerary: 
San Pedro – Braña de Adrado – 
Cabanón – Calleras – Cabanón – 
San Pedro

CounCIl: 
Valdés and Tineo

DIstanCe:
11 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
3 h.

DIffICulty level :
Medium

type of journey:
Way out and back: 

 BustIello 
(130)

550
san peDro 
(120)

Adrado

Pico del Cantarín

CallerasEse de Calleras
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DE PAREDES

SAN PEDRO

El Faéu
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moal forest route
PR AS-132

ItInerary:
Moal – Braña Fondera – Mirador 
de Montecín – Colláu de Moncóu 
– Moal

CounCIl: 
Cangas del Narcea

DIstanCe:
11 km. 

approxImate DuratIon:  
3 h 10 min

DIffICulty level :
Medium

type of journey:
Way out and back

route 4.

T he beginning of the Moal route can 
be reached from Ventanuela, located 

on the AS-15 highway joining Cangas del 
Narcea with Degaña, by taking the AS-211 
highway, which goes through the Connio 
pass to San Antolín, in Ibias. Moal is located 
scarcely two kilometres along this highway. 
It is a long village, which extends for more 
than a kilometre along the bottom of the 
narrow valley formed by the River Muniellos, 
a tributary of the Narcea, which it joins in 
Ventanueva. The route begins in the village, 
where the road begins to climb and the 
rest of the village continues along the valley 
floor. Advancing between the splendid 
Moal houses, you reach the chapel, where 
you take a turn to the left which crosses the 
river towards the village square. The route 
continues along the trail on the right that 
gently ascends, through chestnut and oak 
trees, to the track. You cross this at a turn in 
the path where there is a crossroads. You 
must take the path to the right which leads 
into a beautiful chestnut grove. Then the path 
roams through a fresh and pretty landscape, 
where there are an abundance of corripas- 
stone, circular constructions which are used 
to store the chestnuts in their prickly cases, 
leaving them there to dry until the chestnuts 
can be removed more easily.

Always continuing in the same direction 
along the most marked path, you reach a 
very pronounced bend, alongside a field, 
where the trail forks. You take the path to the 
left, which continues upwards, first between 
oaks and chestnut trees, and then through a 
beautiful beech forest.

After crossing this forest, the trail 
continues its ascent to the Montecín 
observation point which can be seen 
ahead. Once the summit is reached it is 
worth making a small detour to go to the 
observation point, from where the village 
of Moal, the Connio pass and the lower part 
of the Integral Nature Reserve of Muniellos–
The Biosphere Reserve can be seen.

Back on the main path, the route 
continues along the trail to the left and, 
once again, penetrates a beech forest 
before coming out at the Colláu de 
Moncóu, a crossroads. You must take the 
path to the left, which steeply descends 
until it meets up with a track, the same 
track that was used for the ascent. Then, it 
only remains to take this track to the right 
and in a very short time you will come to 
Moal, the start of the route.

 moal
(590) 

El Montecín
(1.011)moal

 (590)

El Montecín
1011

Colláu de
Moncóu

moal

Ventanueva

San Antolín
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los lagos route
PR AS-15

route 5.

W e start the route in the limit between Asturias and 
León, in the top of Farrapona. To reach this point 

we have two possibilities: get the road which sets off from 
Saliencia village and that takes us to the top after 9km., or by 
the village of León Torrestío, going up a track about 3km. 

Once we are at the top of Farrapona, we get a strand of 
the track that descends and from where we have a beautiful 
panoramic from the highest part of Saliencia’s valley, reaching 
the lake of La Cueva, of colourful waters caused by the mining 
exploitation spills that have been in the surroundings. Surface 
of seven hectares and 27m. of maximum depth. Here the marks 
are more evident in the land due to the iron exploitation of Santa 
Marina mining, actually restored. 

 Continues by the mining track, with a strong ascent untill 
going through the Mining lake, dry in the summer months. A 
few minutes after the horizon opens and leaves a splendid view 
of Cervetiz fields, as well as the lake with the same name that we 
can see at our left, with the Albos (2.109 m.), as tireless vantage 
point at his back. We follow the track until the lake of Cerveniz, the 
smallest of Saliencia’s lakes, has a maximum surface of 10 hectares 
and a depth of 7m.

From the lake Cerveriz we come back in our steps and we 
continue towards Vegas de Camayor leaving Cerveriz lake at our 
left. We can see a cabin at our left, from where we can go up to 
a hill, from where we continue half hillside until we contemplate 
the valley Lake. Back to the cabin we go by the track and we 
introduce in vega de Cerveriz, we continue Journey in north-east 
direction and we take, at the end of it, a path with a lightly way 
up, which takes you to a hill located at the north. We obtain 
the contemplation of the impressive Vega de Camayor, of soft 
pastures sub alpines and small lakes. 

After half of hour walking, always in the same direction, we 
have access to Llomba de Camayor, from where sight the crest 
of Peña Llana, Cebolléu and Picos Albos. At the end of meadow 
we can find a big rock where the route turns left and starts a light 
descent untill seeing the lake of the valley. This has a capacity of 
2.000.000 m³, is located within a mountain circle where the Peaks 
Albos highlight to the west and feed the hydroelectric stations 
of La Malva and La Riera. It’s the most deep lake in Asturias. From 
this point we come back our steps to the end of the lake Cerveriz 
where we lightly go up and we sight the lake La Calabazosa or 
Black Lake, it has 17 hectares surface and can have a deep of 60m., 
being therefore the most deep lake in the Cantabrian Range.

We will go down to the lake bordering it by its right, in 
order to start a light ascent and contemplate the Lake of Cueva, 
which we will border first at half mountain side and after we will 
descend looking for a track that will take us to Farrapona.

ItInerary: 
Collado de la Farrapona – De 
la Cueva lake– Cerveriz lake 
– Calabazosa lake – Valle beach– 
Valle de Lago

CounCIl: 
Somiedo

DIstanCe:
14,5 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 4 h. 30 min.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

 valle 
De laGo 
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route 6.

F rom the village of Pedregal located in the AS 216 
between La Espina and Tineo we take a road 

that comes out at our left in the middle of the same 
village. 

The route starts in the village of Faedal, next to 
the chapel where we get the asphalted track that 
comes out at our left, and that has direction to 
some houses that we can see at the bottom. We 
follow the track avoiding the cross we have at our 
left. A bit further we will be able to see a nearly 
demolished building in front a white house. 

The route leaves the track, getting the path at 
our right which goes among some stone walls 
and with a totally grassy floor. We slowly descend 
giving some laps and getting in a lovely chestnut 
grove. After a time we go through a stream La 
Regueirina above some stones and starting a 
lightly and short ascent. A bit after we arrive next to 
a the mill of Faedal.

We find a small table and next to it rests of a 
mill, where we can still see the water conduction 
channel for the mill and the funnel mouth where 
it felled over a wheel which made all the system 
move. 

At this point the track finishes having to 
continue over the water channel. As we go over 
the lovely waterfall of Zaramatu appears in front 
of us. At the end of the channel we find a small 
pond and we can see at our left the rest of an old 
electrical power station which supply energy to the 
village. Next to it a track comes out that leaves the 
building at our right and ascends by the chestnut 
grove in order to find the track a bit further on. 
When we arrive to it, we continue ascending and 
we find following a big ditch.  We continue the 
wide track that leaves a field at our left and a bit 
after comes out from a chestnut, having to go 
towards the high voltage line that we can see at 
the bottom, there we get to the most higher point 
of the journey. Here we turn left continuing by 
track, that soon gets wider and closer by the stone 
walls of the fields and from where we can see 
Peña Manteca at the bottom in Belmonte’s council.  
When we arrive to the Journey we can see the 
village of Faedal at our left where we will return to 
through the track. 

ItInerary: 
El Faedal – El Faedal

CounCIl: 
Tineo

DIstanCe:
13,7 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
1.5 h.

DIffICulty level :
Medium

type of journey:
Circular

Las Portiellas

Ermita de
San Lorenzo

La Llencia

La Peña`l
Molín

Central de la 
Regueirina

Molino de la 
Regueirina

La Veiga

PEÑA LLANA
566

EL FAEDAL

el faeDal
(570)

(625)

el faeDal
(570)

la regueirina route
PR AS-286



MELENDREROS

El Rebollal

Puente
La Llera

Pico Castiellu
758

Molín de
La Fermina

Molín de
Honorio
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los molinos route
PR AS-141

route 7.

W e start the route in Rozaes. We take the 
road towards Segredal where we get 

the track that comes out the left introducing 
ourselves in a small forest. After Journey the 
river and walking during some minutes we 
find the first mills: El Molín de Matilde, El Molín 
de Barrial, Flora, Ferreru, o Máxima. We can see 
in the distance and between the tree leaves 
the incredible peaks of Sierra de Peñamayor. 

After some km of journey and very near 
the end we will find the Mill of Milio or 
Fermina, which has been perfectly restored 
and conditioner to get to know, by an easy 
way the instruments and used mechanisms 
by the asturian mill tradition. Here we have 
a table with a bench in order to rest and 
recharge ones battery. At this point where 
this route crosses with the one of Peña del 
Hombre. We continue walking up and we 
reach to the last mill of the route,  el Molín 
de Honorio, where we get a path at the left 
which lead us to the village of Melendreros, 
the end of the path. The way back to La Llera 
will the other way round. 

ItInerary: 
Rozaes – Cambones – la Llera bridge – 
Molín de Honorio – Melendreros – 
Molín de Honorio – La Llera bridge– 
Cambones – Rozaes

CounCIl: 
Bimenes

DIstanCe:
3 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
50 min (go)

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Way out and back: 

 melenDreros 
(570)

roZaes 
(350)
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Del alba route
PR AS-62 

route 8.

S tarts in the town of Soto de Agues, lovely village of 
raised granaries, passages and chestnut balustrades, 

two mills, cattle crush and many drinking troughs, with 
its stone roads of symbolic drawings. At the end of the 
village we can find before getting the route, with the 
figure of `Cuelebre´, a big size snake, with head and 
dragon wings. We follow looking for the valley bottom 
by the wide track, going through a fish farm and 
introducing ourselves in a narrow defile. 

In the stretch we pass through some ruins arriving 
to a meadow from where we can see at the left 
some fields with two cabins. Continuing by the track 
we arrive to Brañas de la Vega, intersection of paths 
where the track finishes. We find a small recreative 
area with a fountain and from here, we entry in a 
most beautiful stretch, Foces de Llaimo, where the 
path passes between high vertical walls, of quartzite 
at the begging and limestone after, carved along 
projections in the rock and bordering a torrential 
stream in which waterfalls up to ten m. heigh occur, 
quickly and wells, giving the impression to each 
gorge curve that closes completely. Following the 
route, the path crosses two small bridges of half point 
built in masonry of limestone stone that support the 
arc fits over the rocks walls. First it’s the Pontona, and 
the bridge of Resquiebra after, that take to a stretch 
where the distance between the walls do not exceed 
the five m., and where the track has been excavated 
in the rock. The rivers passes pleasant some metres 
under us. In the smalls floor corners giant oaks and 
beech grow, fighting to reach the sun light that 
come in during not much hours in the defile. Further 
on we reach to a small wooden bridge, which gives 
entrance to a landscape of fields and forests with a 
little cabin in the middle, is the Cross of the Rivers. 

We should do the way back by the same track 
until we find a wooden bridge at our right, after we 
have gone through the mining loading platform. Here 
the track recently restored goes through in flat by the 
half hillside, having a lovely perspective of the wood 
begging and fish farm. Following the track we find a 
path at our right that we omit, until we reach the next 
Journey at the right that leads us to lovely town of San 
Andrés, where we can have a walk by its stone roads 
and contemplate the lovely corners full of flowers. We 
only have the last two hundred m. and we direct to Soto 
de Agues, place where we initiate our lovely route. 

ItInerary: 
Soto de Agues – Brañas de 
la Vega – Foces de Llaímo – 
Pontona – La Resquiebra bridge 
– Cruz de los Ríos – San Andrés 
– Soto de Agues

CounCIl: 
Sobrescobio

DIstanCe:
14,2 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
5 h. 

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Way out and back: 
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Cascada del tabayón route
PR AS-60

route 9.

T he route sets off from the village of Tarna, in the pass road that has the same 
name. At the village entrance we get a path at the right that has concrete 

surface in some stretches, we go up squeezed between stone walls, introducing 
ourselves in a lovely beech forest that will accompany us during most of the 
journey. When we arrive to a pronounced curve at the left we are in the crossroads 
of Terrenos, where we find a cross of roads. In this point the track gets divided, the 
one on the left leads to Rebollos del Llanu’l Toru and the one on the right goes to 
Tabayón waterfall.

Getting the deviation at the left, the track continues with a good draw to a 
small light, we go through it and we direct to the most high part. After a narrow 
path gets into the forest. We reach the Llanu’l Toru a specie of hill in the middle 
of the beech in which we find a centenary oak with phantasmal appearance and 
totally surrounded by beech, which have a perimeter of near 8m., and that are 
totally surrounded by a fence. 

From here we can go back by the same track until the crossroads, where we 
will take now the path of the left that introduces to Monte Saperu. A bit after we 
will cross the stream of Requexada by a lovely wooden bridge. We continue our way 
enjoying the colours that the forest offers us.

Walking by the woods shadows and without big inclinations, we arrive to the 
stream of Requejada, which crosses a litle wooden bridge. A bit further on the track 
finishes, where Arellales fountina is, the route continues skirting the hillside untill 
we arrive to forest clearing from where we can see the peaks of Cuetu Negru and 
Cantu´l Osu. A bit further on we see the terrace of Campona, from where we can 
reach immediately the Waterfall Tabayón. The waterfall, even with a low flow, it has a 
singular beauty, by the height of the waterfall and the majestic beech. We cross the 
sheepfold and we loose height and reach the river Mongallu that we’ll cross where 
we can.

We go back to Campona where we take a path that will permit us to close the 
circuit, instead of going back by the same journey.

For this we will take the marked path but less evident that the first metres that 
the one we used to get here and that under the fields fold gets in the valley of 
the river Mongallu, under the hillside of Cuetu Negru. Soon it converts into a wide 
route in the middle of the forest, at the bottom of the valley Ablanosa we reach to 
a small clearance in the middle of the forest (fold Rebollau), whre the route turns 
suddenly to the left and from where we can contemplate the Cantu´l Osu. We cross 
the river Nalón by a good bridge. The path rises a few m. and comes out to the road 
of Puerto de Tarna, but barely 20 m along a path comes lightly down to the right, 
between the river and the road. That between lands leads us to the village Tama, 
coming out the entrance of itself, in the point where we had started the route hours 
before. 

ItInerary: 
Tarna – Terreros – Rebollos – 
Encrucijada – Bosque Saperu – 
Tabayón – Tarna

CounCIl: 
Caso

DIstanCe:
11,8 km. 

approxImate DuratIon: 
3 h 45 min

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Circular

TARNA

CASCADA DEL
TABAYÓN

Cuetu Negro 
1.582Cantu´l Osu 

1.798

Peñalba
1.622

Terreros

Majada Rebollau

La Campona

Fuente de
Los Arellales

Rebollos del
Llanu´l Toru

 tarna 
(1.000) 

CASCADA DEL 
TABAYÓN 

(1.300)

tarna 
 (1.000)
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las foces del río pino y río aller route
PR AS-31 y PR AS-31.1

route 10.

W e start this route in the town of Pino, from where a track comes out that with a light ascent 
direct us to the mill of Peón, old restored mill for trout breeding centre. Here we get the track 

that crosses the river and that directs to an ascent towards Pino’s incisions on the rock, through fields 
and zones with plenty of autochthonous trees (beech, oak, chestnuts,...). About three minutes we will 
find a fountain at our right, from where near it we have a track coming out by which we will get to a 
cross next to the rests of a hydroelectric power station. Here we will take the track on the left, passing 
again through the river by a stone bridge. This defile highlights due to its rural beauty. Once we are 
here, we should get the track on our left that ascending will direct us to the south, until we arrive the 
rock incisions way out, where the track transforms into a stone carved path in the rock. 

At the end of the rock incisions, the landscape transforms and high mountain pasture appears. It’s 
here where we should get the path that turns to the left and that, without Journey the river, ascends and 
in a short distance, will come back to the right, the deviation that directs us to Caniecha and Vegarada. 
In this deviation where we should decide the route we would like to do, by the right the track takes 
us to a place called Cabritera splashed with broom and shading by an excellent beech or group of 
autochthonous trees of big proliferation in the council. 

The Cabritera takes us to Caniecha or Caniella, fold with two cabins and a fountain where we can rest. 
After passing the cabins, we reach to Caniella’s hill to which we have access climbing a small stretch. This 
place constitutes a lovely vantage point from where you can contemplate peaks as Estobín, Puerta Faro, 
Peña Redonda, etc.

From this vantage point we should ascend to the near hill with the same name, with lovely 
panoramic. Our route continues in direction south towards Mamergona, pasture terrace where there is a 
Principality property refuge, with a water tap in order to get water from it. 

Following always to the south and after a short ascent, we reach Cotarón, its hill offers innumerable 
panoramic. Again another descent between the broom which takes us to Vega de la Reina. We are in the 
most higher place in the journey, and in the frontier between Asturias and León. We only have to get the 
track that, with north direction, descends between Brañuela and Carbayín hills. So we arrive to the village 
of River Aller. From here we continue the road passing through the rock incisions of the River Aller, and 
finishing the journey in Paraya. 

Always continuing on the left path, direct to the hill of Pando, after passing the beautiful hills of 
Juécara and Pedroso, where we can satisfy our thirst.

In this zone the beech has been set aside to the most precipitous zones, as a sign of what we still 
conserve at the other side of the rock incisions. Only a few ashes, together with the farmer’s cabins and 
small hollies masses, splash the way up the hill of Pando. In the high zone, heathers and the genista 
legionensis (cantabrian endemism which reaches here the western limit in its distribution) cover extensive 
hill surfaces, with walls and calcareous crenellations, a by lighter morphologies where the rocks prevail: 
sandstone and lutite. 

During the journey we can observe the vulture, real eagles and crow flights. Once we have reached 
the hill, the panoramic we can contemplate has a incomparable beauty: from one side we contemplate 
the valley of river Aller, with the villages of El Pino and Felechosa, and from another side The Pass of San 
Isidro and the Valley Río Pino.

We continue the track that takes us to the east from the hill in order to after go through the 
trough, arrive to another hill, where we have a deep water course in which bottom we can sight Cuevas 
constructions. From here we can initiate the strong descend that goes through a lovely beech, in its final 
we find a track that, after a short stretch, reaches to a road that leads us to San Isidro pass. At this point the 
path turns right to cross the bridge over the river Aller, where we can take the track that comes out in our 
left and that directs us to Felechosa. After Journey the road we direct to the village of El Pino, where we 
end our journey. 

ItInerary: 
El Pino - Foces del Pino – 
Caniecha – Puerto de Vegarada 
– Brañuela – Foces del río Aller 
– La Paraya

CounCIl: 
Aller

DIstanCe:
19,5 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 6 h. 15 min.

DIffICulty level :
Alto

type of journey:
Journey

Peña Mea
1.660 La Pandiella

1.527
La Forca

1.545

La Gobeta
1.423

LA PARAYA

EL PINO

Felechosa

Río Aller

Traveseru
1.273

Peña Redonda
1.826

La Cabritera
1.917

La Praera
1.630

 la paraya 
(650) 

1.600 el pIno 
(650
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pico pierzu route
PR AS-211

route 11.

T he route starts in the hill of Llomena highest 
point of the road PO-2 that from San Juan de 

Beleño leads to Viego and Puente Vidosa.
We get the wide track that comes out from our left 

of the road towards Puente Vidosa till we arrive to the 
proximities of quarry of Exceeño, here we get the track 
that sets off at our right and which borders the quarry 
to initiate a meander ascent that leads u to the crest 
line in the hill of Llano Canto. When we arrive at our left 
we can see a beautiful terrace with the lake Aranga and 
standing out the hill the mass of peak La Mota de Cetin. 

We continue by the track without going down to 
the country to arrive with no long stretch the fold of 
Cerboes with three cabins surrounding he ashes. At this 
point we have two options to continue the route, the 
first is to leave the cabins at the left directing towards 
the right to cross the peaks line and to get the path that 
comes out the south hillside and that strongly ascends 
to a hill that we can see has a hawthorn. Arriving to the 
peaks line we should turn to the left and direct to the 
other hill where we can find a path in a grassy zone with 
multitude of stones. 

The second option consists in catching a track that 
comes out near the most higher cabin, from where 
a path strongly ascends by the rocky hill and arrives 
down to the Peak Pierzu’s slope, joint point with the 
first option. Arriving to the fold direct to the right crest 
that leave the cabins at the left, continue by the path 
direction to the hill. Once we reach the hill where we 
see above us an alone yew turn left and direct to the 
other slope, looking for the first alternative. 

From here we only have to direct to the peak. 
Once we are in the peak the view that appears to us 
is impressive we contemplate to the north above us 
a big pasture zone and at the bottom Arriondas and 
Cangas de Onís inside the valleys depth. We can see 
in the distance the Sueve and Cuera mountains near 
the sea. To the east the landscape can not be more 
impressive coming out from the grey limestone to the 
Cornión mass over the dense and greenness of the 
beeches under Peña Salón. At the south of the deep 
Ponga and Arcenoriu giving shelter to Peloño ‘s forest 
standing out Peña Pen. At the west to hill range of 
Ponga with Maciedome and Tiatordos as well as Canto 
del Oso being this one the most impressive mountain in 
Asturias. We do the return by the same track.

ItInerary: 
Collada de Llomena – Cantera 
de Excueño – Collado de Llano 
Canto – Majada de Cerboes – 
Pico Pierzu

CounCIl: 
Ponga

DIstanCe:
5,5 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
5 h.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Way out and back: 

PICU PIERZU
1.552

San Juan
de Beleño

Excueño

Cerboes

COLLADA DE
LLOMENA

pICu pIerZu 
(1.552)

CollaDa De 
 llomena 
(1.000)
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route to pico pienzu
PR AS-71

route 12.

T he route starts in the Fito viewpoint 
car parking, where a track setts off, to 

the other side of the road, that will lead 
us through a pine woodland, in with light 
ascent, to the Fito refuge. From here we 
will go, most in flat, through a small wood 
that, boarding the hillside and by a very 
easy path will lead us Bustacu fold, from 
where we see a track in front that ascends 
to west. This fold ha a fountain. 

From here the wide track starts to 
get height until reaching at the end, 
continues the ascent by a path that will 
lead us to Mergullines fold and where 
at our left is another fountain, that has 
always got water, and from where you 
can perfectly see our objective: the 
cross which crowns the Peak Pienzu. We 
continue the ascent now by a path until 
we reach to Beluenzu’s hill, where we turn 
right to start our ascent in zig-zag by the 
hillside of Peak Pienzu. 

Once we are above, we only have to 
breath a bit of air and enjoy the beautiful 
views from this peak that offers us in 
this Peak the Peak of Europe and all the 
cantabrian coast practically from Gijón 
to Llanes. We will do the way back by the 
same path. 

ItInerary: 
Fito Viewpoint– Majada 
de Bustacu – Majada de 
Mergullines – Collado de 
Beluenzu – Picu Pienzu

CounCIl: 
Parres

DIstanCe:
8 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
6 h.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Way out and back: 

MIRADOR
DEL FITO

PICU PIENZU
1.167

Peña Corvera
963

Canto La Teya
728

Pico de Duernes
1.059

Majada de
Bustaco

Majada de
Mergullines

Collado de
Beluenzu

pICu pIenZu 
(1.167)mIraDor 

Del fItu 
(600)
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mirador de ordiales route
PR AS-223

route13.

LAGO ENOL

MIRADOR DE
ORDIALES

Vega Enol

Vega

Vega

 La Cueva

La Piedra

Refugio de
Vegarredonda

Llucia
1.310

Pico Armada
1.678

Requezón
2.170

Torres
del Torco

2.438

Charcón
1.462

Robecas
1.652

Cantu
Cabronero

1.998

Torre Santa
de Enol
2.478

Cebolleda
2.438

Cabra Blanca
2.377

S tarts the journey in the Pandecarmen car partking final poing of the track and 
where the path continues to Vega del Huerto to cross the stream Pomperi in 

which waters Roberto Frasinelly bathed in the way back of his excursions in the 
named `Pozo del Alemán´.

Once the stream has been passed the track starts the ascent that not long 
will lead us to the fold of Vega la Piedra. The route to the cabins at the right and 
ascends to the limestone rocky peak. Once we have arrived near the rocky peak 
we will find again the track that will lead us to the gorge that see at south and that 
has a wooden fence towards that will direct us to a short ascent to reach Vega de 
Canraso. We follow the path up to the hill of Prida and going through this we will 
reach a wide meadow, occupied by a big field. 

When we entry in the meadow we find a rock that seems to implanted in 
middle of the field. Crosses the meadow direction south following the stone 
milestones in the field walking to the left to catch a path which ascends to the 
hillside where we cross Vahos stream; so we get near the other group of cabins 
which form the fold of Rondiella.

From here and once you have left the route cabins you descend again to 
reach the hill of Gamonal, strategic place in the route and natural viewpoint 
towards the alpines silhouettes of the big towers of Santa María and Cebolleras, 
and the Peaks of Cornión among others. Until here, the endless stone line in the 
clear would sign us the route to following case of fog. In this hill appears to our 
eyes the Refuge of Vegarredonda. Following the path a light descend begins that 
will lead us to the back part of Vegarredonda’s refuge in a small meadow which 
offers us a good rest and a crystalline water fountain to gather strength on the 
way. 

 After gathering water from the fountain, we return to the junction behind 
the refuge, we get a path which introduces in the narrow channel of the Cuenye 
Cerrada. If until this point the predominant colour was the green of the fields, 
transforms in limestone grey, dominating the stony place over the fields in the rest 
of the journey. 

The track starts a strong ascent with multitude zig-zag through Cuente 
Cerrada’s channel to end in the small hillock El Forcau, introducing in the Fields of 
Torga where the track is nearly flat. Once we have passed this flat zone we start 
with a little ascent that will lead tu to the bottom part of the meadow of Ordiales 
with the old refuge of ICONA located in the middle. Above we locate a hidden 
fountain under the rocky hill and with an uncomfortable access to their waters. 

Leaving the refuge at our back and walking towards the west we find a path 
that in inclined ascent leads us to the viewpoint of Ordiales located in a small hill 
where we can find the tomb of the Marquis of Villaviciosa. 

Once we have arrived to the tomb and, we face to it, we can contemplate 
the impressive, wonderful and indescribable view that appears to our view, 
contemplating the cirque of Angón at our feet over Amieva, El Cantu Cabroneru 
lands and the group of mountains which rise in the center of the Asturian region. 
The way back is by the same track. 

ItInerary: 
Pandecarmen – Vega la Piedra – 
Vega de Canrraso – Collado de la 
Prida – Majada de la Rondiella – 
Collado de la Gamonal – Refugio 
de Vegarredonda – El Forcau – 
Pradera de Ordiales

CounCIl: 
Cangas de Onís

DIstanCe:
11,2 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
4 h.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Way out and back: 

mIraDor orDIales
(1.767)

laGo enol 
(1.040)
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Cares route
PR AS-227

route 14.

T he route of Cares or the divine gorge, named this way by Diego Quiroga and Losada, 
marquis of Santa María of Villar, as it is also known, its an impressive defile that goes 

through massifs, central and east Peaks of Europe. Until 1,917 there was not path that join 
the villages of Caín in León and Poncebos in Asturias, although the neighbours of Caín 
has prepared walkways to go to the Cabrales pastures. 

In 1,916 started to delimit sinuous and precarious track so the company Electra de Viesgo 
operators could guard and maintain a water channel, channel that did transport part of the Cares 
channel for its hydro electrical exploitation in Camarmeña Central, after in the 40-50 years the 
current track was built. 

We start the route in Poncebos going on the road upstream. After a few m. after a track at 
our right comes out which starts with an ascent with some than other bends taking us to Collaos. 
We can see the old barrack huts and where years ago there was a fall down that taken the path 
away. The sinking was a cause of water leak from a near conduction, caused by a big dimension 
fallen rock over the existing water channelling a few m. above the track. The channelling break up 
caused a water escape that drag part of the hill where the track goes. 

We continue the ascent to opens in all its splendour the Cares’s route. We see at our feet 
the river Cares canalized between walls of more than 1.000m. of grade by which the track goes 
sculpted in the rock. 

We can see the descent until we find a track that in this point is near the channel and, at a few 
m. at our left a track comes out which descends to the river by a rock zone. By this track is where 
we will go back. The track goes flat to west, arriving a bit further on to a hut near the channel. In 
the next bend appears at our right, the Channel of Saigu, where years ago a landslide take part 
of the track away. We continue more bends and we find the Channel of Avareras, that we will 
recognise by the a cave presence (located in the base of the rocky peak where the track is sculpt), 
as well as a small wood located in the lower base of the Channel. These two channels are transited 
by very experienced mountaineers in their way up to the peak of this bank, as Cabezo Llerosos 
and Arandanales and, by the shepherds, that have the livestock in their folds that are located 
hanging in these vertical walls as the fold of Abeyares and Ondón. We continue by the track going 
through the channels of Tableru and Raya to reach after Culiembro. 

 When we arrive to Culiembro we can see at our righ a water channel and a cabin that give 
pass to a flat zone where the walnut trees abound. The GR 202 Reconquista route has a deviation 
at this point, that ascends to Culiembro channel towards Ostón and after by Vega Maor, Vega de 
Comeya direct to Covadonga. 

The route clearly continues west direction introducing itself to the most spectacular zone 
of the route, where the defile walls are nearly sucked. From Culimebro we can contemplate the 
last fall down which happened in 2.012 in the known zone of León, appreciating that the track 
increases its height in respect with the river, arriving after to Bolín bridge, where we cross the river 
with big height, Journey it again after the bridge of Los Rebecos. 

At last, we walk the tunnel zone with excavated windows in the rock, in the narrow zone 
of the route and we arrive to the Reservoir of Caín, where the valley starts to open and we will 
walk seeing Caín’s houses. After entering in the peaceful Valley of Caín, where Cares comes down 
calmed. 

We will do the way back by the same track until we arrive to the ascent of Collados where we 
leave the route, to deviate the route to the right where does descend in zig-zag through the rocky 
zone and that leads us to the bottom of the gorge, near river Cares, where we find rests of an old 
road project box that wanted to join Asturias with León by Cares defile. The box is carved in the 
rock and is narrow but goes getting wider, accompanied with crystalline waters of river Cares until 
the arrival to Trapa, where joins with the track and with a little stretch arrives to Poncebos. 

ItInerary: 
Poncebos – Los Collaos – 
Culiembro – Puente Los 
Rebecos - Caín

CounCIl: 
Cabrales

DIstanCe:
21 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
6 h. 15 min.

DIffICulty level :
Medio

type of journey:
Way out and back: 

CAÍN

PONCEBOS

Camarmeña

Llue

Picu Los
Cabrones

2.559

Torrecerredo
2.648

Torre Coello
2.584

El Neverón
2.558

Tito del Oso
2.571

Arenizas
2.515
Tesorero
2.570

CaÍn 
(480)

ponCeBos 
(200)
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monte Camba route 
PR AS-229

route 15.

Monte Camba
1.403

Monte
El Cárobo
1.261

TIELVE

SOTRES

Collau
La Puerta

Majada
de Tobaos

Campo
de Cimbraña

Cuetón
de Arriba

Jaces

T he route starts in Tielve, the start is very hard, because it’s a continued ascent by 
a zone where the panoramic over the Peaks get increased, we arrive to Collau La 

Puerta (998m.) located in the beginning of Valfrío’s fold. At the end of the fold the track 
turns at 90º right, just where does deviate from Caoro Route, continuing the track that 
after a brief steep slope takes us to Tobaos fold. In the damp field of Tobaos we can see 
a bit of Peak Urriellu and it’s nearly impossible to ignore it, Peña Castil does accompany 
it with no complex, the Neverón del Urriellu comes out a bit. We can see the valley in 
all its splendour, Tielve does the time of precious stone set between this wonderful 
green-limestone landscape. The Peak takes our attention. 

When we finish the track another path starts which leads us to a small hill to 
continue by a well marked track. We continue until a small stream, and we continue 
bordering a mound known as Campo de Cimbraña. We continue till we find the 
irrigate of Cimbraña, we cross it and follow at our right, observing the valley, towards 
we have to go. The track faces now a very long valley, where the small woods 
proliferate of small chestnuts and that all the hillside of Camba is limited, an alone 
forest stain clinging to the fields of Cabezo Sonllano. 

Soon the valley gets narrow, and from it we can observe the beech of Monte de 
Camba. At our left and less dense, we also can appreciate, another small hill known 
as Cárobo. We go descending with no big slope and straight. After Journey Llanu El 
Fresnu, we get near Cuetón de Arriba, hill made by a limestone block which surrounds 
the north of Cruz de Camba. At the left the way we can see the Cave of Carabu, used 
for the Cabrales cheese maturing, bricked up with a door, and at the right a path not 
very recommendable by which we can accede directly to Caballar. 

 The cabins pile up at the road’s side, in a peaceful rough east edge of Cabezo 
Sonllano. From this place we can contemplate, a magnify view of Moñetas, Peña Castil 
and Peña Vieja of the Central massif of Peaks of Europe. 

We cross the road with access to Tresviso, getting the most near track to the road, 
that leads us to Sotres. Here we direct to a church, from where we get the old path that 
leaded one day to Tielve, also named Route of Indias. 

 The track goes absorbed in a magnificent landscape. Downstream of Duje the 
valley gets narrow. Precisely we go to this defile. We can see the first riots of La India, 
the old track of Sotres, which mountain sides all the defile hillsides, at a considerable 
height above the road, together with the light tower in the way down to the irrigate 
Secudia where we connect with the road. Here we can go up the opposite edge to 
connect again with the Track to the Pass. Goes back to the road at Jaces, but again, 
after finishing the fields walls of Jaces, we connect the slope of the road and we avoid 
its hard asphalt in the final stretch to Tielve, or continue by the road to Tielve. 

ItInerary: 
Tielve – Collau la Puerta – Majada 
de Tobaos – Campo de Cimbraña 
– Cuetón de Arriba – Sotres – Jaces 
– Tielve

CounCIl: 
Cabrales

DIstanCe:
14 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
4 h. 30 min.

DIffICulty level:
Medium

type of journey:
Circular

tIelve 
(700) 

tIelve 
 (700) 1.200
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Del Camín encantau route

route 16.

I n Llanes council exists a forgotten valley where the time has not value, where the goblin do exist 
and where the mountains embrace small villages. 

The track starts in the town of Venta near the sea and where we can contemplate the two first 
multiple wooden carves splashed in the track which gives us the welcome as a introduction and where 
the goblins give us the welcome and the recommendations to look after the environment. We catch 
the road to Callejos and just before Journey the river we turn left, walking near the river San Miguel. 
When we arrive to the cross we turn left and after Journey the road we get a track that goes up to 
Gomezán, where Sumiciu gives us the welcome, the goblin associated to objects disappearing and that 
as a valley guard opens the entrance to this magic track, from where we have a extend view above the 
valley of Ardisana. After passing the village the track changes into a path and introduces in a lovely forest 
that will lead us to the town of La Malatería where `The man of the sack´receives us, character of the 
children folklore that can be represented as a man who wanders around the streets during the night 
looking for missing children to take them in his sack to an unknown place. As telling us that if we do not 
look after the landscape he can take us. After seeing the church and the village we arrive to the road by 
which we will walk towards our right a short stretch, to catch a second track at our left that introduces to 
a pasture zone, transforming to a path, a precursor of a lovely forest where we receive `Pataricu´, a being 
of only one eye who watches the children to feed himself with them. Just after the path gets wider 
appears to us `Diablo burlon´´, a mythological being that can get transformed in different creature as 
a ram. Makes practical jokes so the tired walker mounts over this back, in order to ride him at terrible 
speed. Continue by the track that descends to the village of Villanueva (1 h 44m), coming out the pass 
`Nuberu´, God of the rain and storms, before Campu La Prida where we find the church Santa Eulalia 
de Ardisana. We go through the terrace leaving behind the church to go to a big walnut where a stone 
track comes out that lightly descends, reaching to a road. Here we follow to our left to get in athe 
neighbourhood of Palacio where we can see some typical Indian houses, as well as other stones ones 
with lovely corridors. We carry on and a few metres away we turn to the right walking down a path to 
find the Fountain of El Cañu (year 1915) and to its side we have the sculpture of a `reaper´. Once we 
have passed them teh track at our left takes us to the village of Ardisana where `Cuélebre´(a asturian 
giant winged serpent dragon), a snake that guards the treasures and the princesses, together with a 
giant rock. 

We leave behind the rock to reach near a road where we continue to our right passing next to 
the schools. Once we have passed them at our left a stoned track appears with a descent introduces us 
to a forest. At a few m. we have another path at our right that continues descending at the side of the 
stream where we find at our pass `Lavandera´a good and bad creature at the same time. They say the 
the disoriented tourist that find her attracted to the sound she makes hitting the stones. Continuing 
with the descend we find Cruz de los Garabiales (year 1.761), where the funereal cortège went up 
from the valley of Ardisana to the cemetery of Villanueva. A bit down we have in our way `Busgoso´, 
a creature half person half ram. Two myths do exist, one in the east zone where its a benefactor and 
guides the shepherds when they get lost, or to help to mend the cabins. The other myth says the 
Busgoso is the God of the forest, protects and controls the flora and fauna whre they live. 

 A bit further on we arrive to the road at the entry of Riocaliente where we find the penultimate  
sculpture `La Manona or Pesadiellu´, a huge and horrible hand that disturbs everything in a house, that 
drives mad the tools, the farming and that has the virtue to confuse everything. We cross a bridge over 
the river San Miguel and we introduce in Riocaliente, a village which has twenty one raised granaries, 
and some house of good stonework very old; under goes a stream. Here, among a set of hórreos (raised 
granaries) and next to an enormous chestnut tree we find the `Castañera´ et de son côté, nous avons 
la sculpture d’un `moissonneur’.  We come back on our steps to go back to the asphalted road, where 
turns to the left walking near the river San Miguel through a lovely landscape having peak Culobardón 
of Mountain de Peña Villa at the bottom until we arrive after 2 km. to the starting point. 

ItInerary: 
La Venta – Gomezán – La Malatería 
– Villanueva – Palacio – Ardisana – 
Riocaliente – La Venta

CounCIl: 
Llanes

DIstanCe:
9 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
3 h. 

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Circular

LA VENTA

RIOCALIENTE

Gomezán

La Malatería

VillanuevaPalacio

Ardisana

la venta 
(60)

la venta 
(60)

220



Biker Ring
GR-208 BTT

cycling
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Biker ring

Bueño - recreative area of villapará
GR-208 BTT

route 1.

W e start in the town of Bueño, in 
Ribera de Arriba, setting off from 

the Sporty Area of Llosalin next to Soto 
Thermal Power Station, where we can 
get the fluvial track in parallel to the river 
Nalón, we pass looking for Palomar. We 
cross Palomar following the AS-322 that 
in ascent leads us to Fuejos, where we 
turn towards Casa de Peñerudes, that 
we take deviating to the mortar towards 
torrexón de Peñerudes. 

Here the GR 208 continues by the 
local road of Duernos to San Xuan of 
Piñera, where we leave to continue 
our track leading us to end in La Vara. 
We cross the village way up to take 
again the soil track that, passing over 
the muddy zones as La Salgeura, we 
arrive to Carbayosa, where we cross 
the village descending towards a road 
which goes up to Angliru, continuing 
on it about 3,5 km. where this first 
stages finishes. 

ItInerary: 
Bueño – Palombar – El Campo 
Peñerués – La Piñera – La Vara 
– Villapará Recreative Area

CounCIls tHrouGH: 
 Ribera de Arriba, Morcín, Riosa 

DIstanCe:
19,4 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
3 h. cycling
4 h. walking

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

Palomar

La Mortera

Peñerudes

La Vara

La Carbayosa

Fuejos

La Piñera

Viapará

BUEÑO

A.R. VILLAPARÁ

a.r. vIllaparÁ 
(1000)

BueÑo 
(120)
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Biker ring

rec. area of villapará - rec. area of la peral
GR-208 BTT

route 2.

W e set off from the road that ascends to 
Angliru to reach the Curve of Lagos, 

where we can get a track that comes out at 
our left and leads us to Campa Utiel. In this 
place we have two possibilities the hiker and 
the other which is cycling converging both in 
Rozacaxil where from both will follow the road 
that leads to the Village of Llamo. 

Hyking diversion: Goes above Les Arroxines 
and follows the route of `GR 206 Balcones de 
Riosa´, finishing in Rozacaxil (being impassable).

Cycling diversion: From Campa Utiel we get 
a track that will take us to the road that joins Riosa 
with a the village of Llamo (RI-6), where turn right 
and by asphalt to arrive to Rozacaxil. 

 From the village, we take the concreted 
track which goes up to the old mining 
installations of Rioseco. We continue by the track 
that goes up to Cordal de la Segada, arriving to a 
point of Collado La Argañosa where we continue 
by road, turning to the right direction to Golpeya, 
that we will recognise by a fountain that we leave 
at our right, a bit above our head. 

Here we have two options: The first consists 
in continuing straight on by a track that opens its 
way towards Collado Ablanedo, passing by Prau 
Llagu, through the track of Brañalamosa, which 
comes out at our left. We arrive to the fields and 
we can see the valley of Brañalamosa and Peral. 
We turn right in a strong ascent to reach Collau 
Percu following towards road AS-230 that goes 
up to Alto de Cobertoria. We arrive at the road 
AS-230, we cross in order to reach the Recreative 
Area Valle Peral, final point of this second stage. 

The second in to continue by road to the 
end of the route. 

ItInerary: 
Villapara Recreative Area– Curva 
de Llagos – Rozacaxil – Llamo – 
La Peral Recreative Area

CounCIls tHrouGH: 
Riosa and Lena

DIstanCe:
24,1 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
3 h. 30 min. cycling
6 h. 30 min. walking

DIffICulty level :
Medio

type of journey:
Journey

Campa de
Utriel

Curva de
Llagos

Llamo

Rozacaxil

Carretera RI-6

Rioseco La Segada

Prau Llagu

A.R. VILLAPARÁ

a.r. la peral 
(900)

a.r. vIllaparÁ 
(1000)
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Biker ring

rec. area of la peral - sotiello
GR-208 BTT

route 3.

T he stage which sets off from the 
Recreative Area and the GR 208 

Ànillo Ciclista Montaña Central´goes 
up by the road AS-230 untill Alto de la 
Cobertoria, ignoring the one on our right 
and that goes to Gamoniteiro. 

In Alto de Cobertoria we leave the 
road catching the one that sets off at our 
left, through the asphalted split QU-5 
which descends direction to Chanas, 
approximately 3,7 km. we arrive to a 
deviation at our left, where we leave 
the road to take the track that strongly 
ascends the hills and Les Chafarizes to 
Pray Porciles. Walking all the hill range 
north direction, until we find a wide track 
in the open field of Gallina, where we 
have some excellent views of Ubiñas and 
Peña Rueda. Here we take the track that 
we will not leave until we arrive to the 
valley, place where we can accede to the 
road LE-7. From this point we continue 
to the nucleus of Zurea, where we turn 
at our left to continue by the mentioned 
road towards Sotiello, which constitutes 
the final point of this stage. 

ItInerary: 
La Peral Recreative Area – La 
Cobertoria – Porciles – Valle – 
Zurea – Sotiello

CounCIl tHrouGH: 
Lena

DIstanCe:
23,8 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
2 h. cycling
6 h. walking

DIffICulty level :
Medio

type of journey:
Journey

LA PERAL

SOTIELLO

La Cobertoria

Porciles

Valle
ZureaCollado

Porciles

Desvío a
Porciles

sotIello 
(600)

a.r. la peral 
(900)
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Biker ring

sotiello - santibáñez de murias
GR-208 BTT

route 4.

SANTIBAÑEZ
DE MURIAS

SOTIELLO

Bendueños

Erías

Fresneo

Fierros

Ermita de
San Miguel

Parana

Santandrés

Mina La
Fasgosa

Cruz de
Fuentes

Puente
Vieyu

El Rasón

W e take the track which ascends 
under the motorway A-66 towards 

Bendueños, where we take the road that goes 
to Erías, once we arrive to the village we turn 
right taking the road that goes to Camino de 
Santiago. 

We leave behind the chapel of San Miguel 
which offers spectacular views over the valley of 
Fierros and over the hill that we have to pass, the 
Carisa. But before we should continue towards 
Fierros, place where we descend to Fresneo, on 
which the last bit will be by asphalted lanes. 

In Fierros we cross N-630, taking the access 
surrounding towards Parana, At the village 
entrance we leave the asphalt to ascend towards 
Carisa. 

It’s a strong and long ascent that goes 
over wide and firms stretches, that gradually 
will lead us to to an old Mine La Fangosa first 
and after to the top of the hill range La Carisa, 
in the zone of Tunelón. Here we turn to the left 
arriving to Portillín de la Boya, where we change 
the slope and descend to El Rasón, and we go 
down towards Puente Viejo, place where we can 
connect with the road that will permit us to reach 
with no problems Santibáñez de Murias. 

ItInerary: 
Sotiello – Bendueños – Fresneo 
– Fierros – Santandrés – Curz de 
Fuentes – El Rasón – Santibáñez 
de Murias

CounCIls tHrouGH: 
Lena and Aller

DIstanCe:
30,8 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
4 h. 20 min. cycling
7 h. walking

DIffICulty level :
High

type of journey:
Journey

santIBÁÑeZ 
De murIas 

(700)sotIello 
(600)
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Biker ring

santibáñez de murias - Cabañaquinta
GR-208 BTT

route 5.

W e start this stage in the outside 
Santibáñez de Murias, taking the 

first deviation at our right that will ascend 
by a track marked as PR AS-133 and PR AS-
236, and will also circulate GR 109 ´Asturias 
interior´. We continue by this track, to 
reach the village of Villar that we will cross 
in order to ascend direction Coto Bello. 

Gradually we get higher, Journey the 
forest at half hill. Once we passed this one 
we ascend to the steep slope of Curriellos. 
Once we have surmount the peak we 
have an excellent panoramic over the 
valley of Cabañaquinta y Navaliego, that 
separates the councils of Aller and Mieres. 
In Curriellos, we turn right looking for the 
pastures of Cotobello connecting with the 
track that goes up to Renorios, and that 
we will leave at our left to cross the field 
of Braña de Sote, looking for the road to 
Cotobello. In this point we turn at our left 
descending by asphalt to Collaína, where 
we connect with the branch that permit 
us go down to Soto. Hee and in front 
of the fortified tower, we turn right by a 
concreted lane towards Espineo, getting 
in a track that will take us to river Aller, that 
we cross by a suspension bridge reaching 
to FEVE station in Cabañaquinta. 

ItInerary: 
Santibáñez de Murias – Villar – 
Curriellos – Los Sansones – La 
Colllaína – Soto – Cabañaquinta

CounCIl tHrouGH: : 
Aller

DIstanCe:
13,7 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
2 h. 30 min. cycling
3 h. 30 min. walking

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

SANTIBAÑEZ
DE MURIAS

CABAÑAQUINTA

Villar

Curriellos
Pista Coto

Bello

La Collaína

Soto

Entronque
Carretera
Coto Bello

Los Sansones

CaBaÑaQuInta 
(425)

santIBÁÑeZ 
De murIas 
(700)
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Biker ring

Cabañaquinta - la Colladiella
GR-208 BTT

route 6.

CABAÑAQUINTA

LA COLLADIELLA

Serrapio

Uriés

La Carbona
Collada
Tres Caballos

Peña
Teixo

Pico Tres
Concejos

W e start this stage in FEVE station in 
Cabañaquinta, continuing by the road 

AS-252 direction to the council of Laviana. 
We circulate during 1,5 km., to after turn to 
the left by a track that leads us to water huts. 
In this point a track sets off that will takes us 
down directly to Serrapio. From this village we 
continue until the sanctuary of San Vicente 
de Serapio, where connects with a road that 
directs to Urbíes. We follow the road ascending 
during a stretch to we reach the village of 
Rubíes. Here we follow the PR AS-205 that 
will lead us to the deviation of Pozo de San 
Fernando. We continue by the principal track 
to reach Collado Ablanu, where we have two 
alternatives. 

The first, for walkers, goes by the left going 
round the Peak of Burra Blanca, arriving to 
Espinera’s field. The cycling route follows straight 
on to Navliega, where the GR 208 turns to the left 
direction towards Collada de Caballos. Once we 
reach the peak, we start a descent towards Carva 
de Bustaleo, arriving after to Campa Espinera 
where tha previous alternative, and from where 
we have a magnificent view over the Valley of 
Turón. From here we only have to descend to 
west by the track that will lead us to Colladiella. 

ItInerary: 
Cabañaquinta – Serrapio – Uriés 
– La Carbona – Peña Teixo – Pico 
Tres Councils – La Colladiella

CounCIls tHrouGH: 
Aller and Mieres

DIstanCe:
16,7 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
3 h. cycling
4 h. 30 min. walking

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

la CollaDIella 
(850)CaBaÑaQuInta 

(425)
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Biker ring

alto de la Colladiella - la peña
GR-208 BTT

route 7.

W e start in the top of Colladiella 
and after Journey the road AS-337 

we take The Senda Verde of Cabañón 
ascending by a ground path that will lead 
us to a stretch that from Pontaos goes 
down by solid cement towards Alto de la 
Mozqueta or Alto La Faya. We cross then, 
the local road LA-7 and we take the track 
direction open fields of Ablaneo and Urbíes. 
The stretch continues by a flat by a track 
that is also shared with path PR AS-44, 
above the environment of Siera de Urbíes, 
until we reach the top of Peak Panda, that 
we border to take the branch ascending, 
leaving other that goes down to PR AS-34 
that goes to San Xusto. We go out direction 
Peak Cogullu, in la Violar we turn right and 
we take the track that will take us under the 
peak Felechosa, Mata   Porrín and Espines 
descending by the mountains of Rebollu 
towards the village of El Cau, From here 
we take the road MI-11 and we go down 
with no deviation to the top of Alto De 
Santu Emiliano, which road crosses with 
precaution to take the track that opens at 
the other side and by which goes the PR 
AS-44 `Sendero Vuelta a Langreo´. 

From here, by a sinuous route with 
ups and downs, we continue direction to 
the Recreative Area of Teyerona and we 
follow the concreted lane that goes by 
the slope of La Peña towards the village 
of La Mantiná. In this town we leave the 
first deviation that goes hillside down by 
stretched of Camino Real, going through 
Sierru La Mantiná. Are very short stretches 
that will soon leave us in front of Les 
Casetes’s nucleous, from where we go 
down with no rest and by asphalted roads 
to La Peña, in which sporty installations we 
reach the end of the stage.

ItInerary: 
La Colladiella – Alto La Faya – 
La Violar – Prau Monte – El Cau 
– Santu Miano – La Teyerona 
– La Matiná – Requintín – La 
Peña

CounCIl tHrouGH: : 
Mieres

DIstanCe:
24,8 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
2 h. 30 min. cycling
5 h. 30 min. walking

DIffICulty level :
Medio

type of journey:
Journey

LA COLLADIELLA

Alto La Falla

La Violar

Prau
Monte

Santo Miano

El Cau

La Teyerona

RequintínLa Matiná

L´acíu

LA PEÑA

la peÑa 
(500)

la CollaDIella 
(850)
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Biker ring

la peña - Bueño
GR-208 BTT

route 8.

La Rebollá

Copián
Santa
Lucía

Alto del
Padrún

Estación
de Feve

Olloniego

Senda Fluvial

La Corrada

LA PEÑA

BUEÑO

W e start in La Peña and we take the 
road direction to Alto del Padrún 

(AS-242), which also goes direction 
Camino de Santiago, continuing by 
asphalt during approximately 6 km., until 
we arrive to Alto del Padrún, where we 
descend towards the village of Casares, 
that we will leave behind to turn on our 
right following the marks of Camino 
de Santiago also known as Camino del 
Salvador and the GR100 `Ruta de la Plata´.

The small short cut return us about 
500m more down to the road AS-242, 
having to continue on it direction to the 
train station. We cross then, the highway 
by the walkway and we look for the urban 
scene of Olloniego, we cross this town 
direction towards the palace and the 
bridge of Olloniego, at the north exit of the 
mentioned nucleus. We continue the road 
leaving the roundabout at our left to take 
later on an entrance that will give us access 
to the fluvial route next to river Nalón and 
we will not leave this route until Vegalencia, 
following in this last m the hiking and 
cycling lane that goes attached to the road, 
till the final point of the stage in Bueño. 

ItInerary: 
La Peña – La Rebollá – Copián 
– Santa Lucía – Alto del Padrún – 
Olloniego – La Corrada – Bueño

CounCIls tHrouGH: 
 Mieres and Ribera de Arriba 

DIstanCe:
12,8 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
1 h. 30 min. cycling
3 h. 30 min. walking

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

BueÑo 
(120)

la peÑa 
(500)



A part of the route of the Path of Bear (Teverga) 

Green Routes
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Green Routes

senda del oso
(MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 1.

T he Bear Trail is located on what was 
formerly a track for mining trains. 

It is practically flat and in the shape of a 
Y. It has a main stretch, divided into two 
parts, Tuñon-Proaza and Proaza- Caranga, 
although in its northern part it connects 
with the Fuso la Reina which comes from 
Oviedo, and two branches or variants 
beyond this point; Caranga – Cueva Huerta.

(Teverga council), a section of 9 km from 
which the Park on Prehistory can be accessed 
and which ends at the Natural Monument 
of Cueva Huerta, and Caranga-Ricabo 
(town council of Quirós), bordering the 
Ethnographical Museum of Quirós. 

In the second part of the principal stretch 
we find, at the beginning of the route, a fence 
which has in half freedom conditions two 
saved bear from furtive, known as Monte 
Fernanchin. 

All the route is conveniently signed with 
indicators and signs which give information 
regarding geography and topographic of the 
route, about their villages, fountains, recreative 
areas, rural patrimony, monumental and 
ethnographic, services and tourist information 
points. The route can be done in its totality or 
by sketches and in direction N-S or the other 
way round.

In all, the Bear Trail travels through 20 
tunnels and over 9 bridges that cross the 
Trubia and Teverga rivers, along which there 
are recreation areas, public bathing spots, 
restaurants, public transport and active 
tourism companies providing bicycles for 
rent.

ItInerary: 
1) Tuñón - Villanueva - Cercado 
osero - Proaza - Desfiladero de 
Peñas Juntas -
Desfiladero de Valdecerezales - 
Entrago - Fresnedo

2) Tuñón - Villanueva - Cercado 
osero - Proaza - Desfiladero de 
Peñas Juntas - Caranga de Abajo 
- Caranga de Arriba - Embalse 
de Valdemurio - Vega - Bárzana - 
Santa Marina - Rodiles - Ronderos 
- Ricabo

CounCIls: 
Santo Adriano, Proaza, Teverga 
and Quirós

DIstanCe:
1) 20,1 km.
2) 25 Km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
1) Time (go): 6 h.
2) Time (go): 7 h.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

SANTA MARINA

TUÑÓN

Bárzana

Vega Arrojo

Villaorille

Valdemurio

Caranga

Villanueva

Proaza

La Siella
1.512

Peña Collada
1.104

Yugueiro
1.026

Cueto Mas
1.177

Peña Cornuda
1.169

Peña  Gutai
1.075

Buey Muerto
1.016

La Lloral
1.247

Brices
1.161

El Deltín
731

Piantón
750

Peña Candeal
1.074 Redondela

977

Cueva 
Huerta

teverGa

Entrago

Fresnedo

Ricabo

Rodiles

Ronderos

Ethnographical 
Museum
of Quirósm

rICaBo
(680)

CaranGa
(230)tuÑon

(150)

Cueva Huerta
(650)
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Green Routes

Cordal de la Carisa 
MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 2.

F rom Pendilla (1.337 m), we set off direction 
N to the hill Propinde (1.583 m), with the 

peak “Tres Concejos” (2.020 m) bordering with 
Lena, Aller and Villamanín (León),at our right. 
From this hill the track goes practically flat 
by the hill range of Carraceo, between the 
councils of Lena and Aller, with exceptional 
panoramic thanks to the height where we 
walk, with the valley of Pajares at our left and 
Ubiñas in front of us. In this journey we pass by 
Mayau Fierros (1.600 m) and la Cruz de Fuentes 
(1.620 m) before arriving to the peak of La 
Boya (1.728 m) where we can find “Castiechu 
La Carisa”, that as per recent archaeological 
excavations, its a Roman military camp from 
the I century before Christ, the only one which 
exists in Asturias land which was settled to 
confront the asturian tribes which built big 
defences exactly infront of them, in the peak 
La Boya, to impede their advance. 

From here we descend towards Portiechu 
La Boya (1.593 m), Monte Faro and Mayau 
Buxián (1.480 m) in order to reach Mayau 
de La Caba, with views to Aller and Lena. 
Further on the track branches towards E to 
Cochá el Aciu (1.468 m), slope of Aller, or 
towards W by Brañarredonda, slope of Lena 
and that seems to be the original route. We 
continue on it seeing Mayau Carboneo and 
further down the village of Congontinas. 
Both routes converge in Mayau Carraceo 
(1.213 m) from where we can take different 
directions: towards Moreda (Aller), towards 
Santa Cristina and Carabanzo (Lena) and 
Congostinas. This last one is the shorter one 
going pass Calaverdás, Linares de Arriba and 
Linares de Abajo we will reach Congostinas, 
village located at 4 km from Bridge of 
Fierros, where we will give the route has 
ended. 

ItInerary: 
Pendilla – Pico La Boya 
– Mayau Carraceo - 
Congostinas

CounCIls: 
Aller and Lena

DIstanCe:
29 Km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 6 h. 30 min.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

Puerto Pajares
1.379

Pajares

CONGOSTINAS

PENDILLA
El Cellón

2.035

Llanacava
1.803

Conceyos
Tres

Fuentes
1.762

La Boya
1.791

2.020

Pedro García
1.543

Peña Furada
1.124

ConGostInas 
(950)

penDIlla 
(1300)
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Green routes

vía verde turón
(MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 3.

F rom the bridge of Ricastro the track 
goes during 3 km by an old train 

system built in 1,891 by the company 
Hulleras de Turón. We go towards Figaredo 
where the Villa of Figaredo will take our 
attention, home of the mining properties 
which has the same name, designed in 
1,924 by E. Rodríguez Bustelo and is today 
headquarters of the Cooperation and 
Territory Development Center of Oviedo’s 
University. Further on, at the other side of 
the valley, the installations of Figaredo Well 
(from 1,886) are visible for just a few years 
after become to be the old mining washing 
site of La Cuadriella and the worker 
neighbourhood of Repipe (1,880). 

The route crosses again the left 
margin of the valley near the other worker 
neighbourhood, San Francisco (1,917), 
which ascends by the old tip of San 
Jose’s well (1,949), in which top we can 
contemplate a complete panoramic of this 
mining environment, hight lighting the 
chimney of the old Factory of briquettes 
(1,915). From here we can follow the road 
which goes above the water conduction 
that will take us to Pandiellu, San Benigno 
and San Pedor until we see the old 
installations of Sta. Bárbara’s well (1.926). 
Further on we will enjoy on the old mining 
installations which are left with small 
size, the Well of Espinos (1,905), with a 
singular derrick model. The marked route 
brings us near the neighbourhood of San 
Andrés where following the path from the 
water supply we will arrive to Fountain of 
Podrizos, over the neighbourhood of La 
Vera´l Camín and separated by a recreative 
area of Bridge of Villandio, end of our route. 

ItInerary: 
Ricastro – Figaredo – Pandiellu 
- San Benigno - San Pedro – 
Villandio

CounCIl: 
Mieres

DIstanCe:
8 Km. 

approxImate DuratIon: 
3 h.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Way out and back: 

Rebollada

Requejo

Barredo

Ujo

Figaredo

Boo
Moreda

Ranero
1.090

VILLANDIO

REICASTRO

Mieres

Turón

Peña Furada
1.124

vIllanDIo 
(450)

reICastro 
(200)



Coastal Routes

Luces lighthouse (Colunga)
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Coastal routes

Bustio - pendueles
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 1.

T he beginning of this route is at the Park of 
Remansona de Bustio, we pass under the road 

N-634, the path continues in direction north-east 
through eucalyptus looking for the high zone of 
Pimiango. When we arrive here does connects with 
Camino Real turning right, going through the Peak 
Cañón and after turns to left in order to descend by 
the eucalyptus, until we find at our left margin the 
rests of a cabin with a big lemon tree. Here we get 
the path at our left what will lead us to the ruins of 
Monasterio de Tina, founded in XII century and where 
we can see some of tombs that are here. From this 
point of the route a lovely holm-oak appears, and a 
bit further on next to Pindal’s recreative area, and very 
near to the prehistoric cave of Pindal, located at the 
edge of the near cliff and that count with exceptional 
rock representations, paintings and engraving, 
fundamentally of deer, horses and bison. 

When we arrive to the road we can go at our right 
towards San Emeterio’s lighthouse to contemplate the 
lovely cliffs in this area. Going back to the same point that 
goes up by the road until arriving to Viewpoint of the 
Peak, and after arrives to Pimiango. We follow the road 
RD-1 that crosses above the FEVE track and follows until 
Journey N-634. After this, turning right, we continue by 
an asphalted track that passes in front of the chapel of El 
Cristo, to after turn left to RD-3.

The route passes in front of a camping and leads to 
a path that crosses in front of the stables of L’Aixu, goes 
through the spots of Serra and Tejavana and leads to a 
asphalted road which ends to La Franca. 

 A bit before arriving to N-634 and without Journey 
it, we take the road that goes to Tresgrandas during some 
1.500 m. that we leave when we find another one in 
zahorra that leads to La Peña. After Journey the river Cabra 
by the old bridge, on the Camino de Santiago path, we 
take the track that goes up to Sierra Plana de la Borbolla, 
until the local road LLN-4, where we turn to our right to 
descend to Tobiu and Llavadero untill arriving to Buelna. 

After going over the streets of Buelna direction to 
the coast, and we cross again the line of FEVE, we find 
the path that goes to Pendueles, place where highlights 
a variety of Indian houses representations. Once we are 
at Pendueles, we have done a total of 21,7 km of coastal 
route. 

ItInerary: 
Bustio - Monasterio de Tina - El 
Picu Viewpoint- Pimiango - La 
Franca - Sierra Plana de La 
Borbolla Viewpoint- Buelna - 
Buelna beach - Pendueles

CounCIls: 
Ribadedeva y Llanes

DIstanCe:
21,7 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 6 h. 30 min.

DIffICulty level :
High

type of journey:
Journey

Jana
607

BUSTIO

PENDUELES

Buelna

La Franca

San
Emeterio

El Peral
Pimiango

Colombres

penDueles 
(44)

BustIo 
(20)
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Coastal routes

pendueles - llanes
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 2.

T he route starts in Pendueles, at about 100 
m of the romance church of S. Acisclo, and 

turns at right, walking aobut 1 km in flat among 
fields, to lightly descend and cross by a wooden 
bridge the stream of Novales, in a zone where the 
forest edge defines a lovely landscape, previous 
to the beach of Vidiago. We continue by the road 
with access to the beach until finding a deviation 
at the right and we continue by a landscape 
where we can contemplate lovely examples of 
holm oaks and laurel among other authoctonous 
trees. Approximately at 5 km from the beginning, 
we have a deviation at our right that leads us 
to Puertas de Vidiago, continuing by the route 
very near to the cliffs, going next the natural 
monument of Bufones de Arenillas, a group of 
twelve jesters declared natural monument by its 
geological singularity. With the life sea you can 
see the fumaroles of white foam and listen to their 
snorts. 

After leaving the cliffs the route goes through 
dense eucalyptus fields until arriving to the viewpoint 
over the river Purón, where we can appreciate the 
beauty of its mouth, designated place of community 
importance to form part of the Europe net Natura 
2000. Highlights its woodland and presence of 
species with high interest in its way, as the salmon 
and the otter. We cross the river Purón by a laminated 
wooden bridge in order to ascend to Andrín, where 
the small woods alternate fields with stones closings. 
From Andrín the route continues by a widening of 
the road LL-2, protected by a wooden balustrade, 
until reaching the viewpoint of Boriza. From here we 
can observe an extraordinary view of the coastal cliffs 
and nucleus of Cué, the beach of Ballota and villa 
of Llanes, having a the bottom the mountains of El 
Cuera. Here we cross the road, in order to catch the 
route which goes at hillside by La Cuesta de Cué,, just 
under the golf club, from where we can appreciate 
a detailed view of the beaches of Toró and Cué, and 
of their spectaculars “Cubos de la Memoria”, until 
arriving to the chapel of Cristo, previous to Llanes, 
where we finally end to. 

ItInerary: 
Pendueles - Vidiago beach - 
Bufones de Arenillas - río Purón 
mouth - Andrín - La Boriza 
Viewpoint - Cué - Llanes

CounCIl: 
Llanes

DIstanCe:
13,7 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 4 h. 30 min.

DIffICulty level :
High

type of journey:
Journey

PENDUELES

LLANES

El Palacio

Vidiago

San Roque

Andrín

Ballota
136

llanes 
(11)

penDueles 
(44)
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llanes - Celorio
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 3.

T his stage starts in the Walk of San Pedro, 
over the beach of Sablón, in the same 

heart of the village of Llanes. Going direction 
to the end of the walk, direction to Poo, at the 
end of it we turn left and through fields we go 
through a place known as `Malzapato´, leaving 
at the right the Atalá and the point of Xarri. 
The route goes through houses until reaching 
the mediations of Poo, where we should turn 
right and visit the beach. Going back to the 
previous point, we cross the village and river La 
Vallina, to catch a deviation at the right to the 
camping entrance. We go through it toward 
right to the river of Poo. 

The route continues nearly next to the cliffs 
until reaching the rest of the hermitage of San 
Martín, as beach lookout and from where we 
have a splendid view of the cliffs, with multiple, 
cape islets and coves. A bit further on we arrive 
to Celorio next to the monastery of San Salvador, 
which has a romantic tower that reminds to 
the cathedral of Oviedo and an interior portico. 
Inhabit by Benedictine monks, reached its 
maximum splendour in XVII century. In this point 
we should get in the beach of Las Cámaras.

ItInerary: 
Llanes - Poo - Del Portiellu beach- 
De Las Cámaras beach (Celorio)

CounCIl: 
Llanes

DIstanCe:
6,8 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (Way out and back: ): 4 h.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Way out and back: 

CELORIO

LLANES

Po

Pancar

Porrúa

Parres

La Pereda

CelorIo 
(17)

llanes 
(11)
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Coastal routes

Celorio - san antolín
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 4.

F rom the Monastery of San Salvador we 
cross the beach until the other side 

where we can catch a track that leads us 
to the road, where the track goes during 
a stretch until arriving to the top of Cuetu 
Llanu where turns to the right by a path 
and once we have gone by the chapel of 
San Roque, we continue by a verge of the 
proper street of the neighbourhood of La 
Güera until the zone of La Cuesta in Barro. 
We continue by the road contemplating 
the cove of Niembro at the right until 
the sketch goes through a spectacular 
wood of oaks and finishes over a wood 
laminated wooden walkway over the 
stream of Calabrés, in the mouth of the 
cove of Niembro. 

After Journey the the road LLN-11 
and getting in the streets of Niembro, we 
arrive to the higher zone of the nucleus, 
known as Campu La Viña. From here the 
route continues to the viewpoint over 
the Beach of Torimbia, which is leaded 
by the sculpture Èstela´, work of Ernesto 
Knorr. Here we turn left ascending to the 
higher part of the meseta known as Los 
Llanos, from where we can contemplate, 
at north of the Cantabrian sea, the south 
of mountains El Cuera and far away the 
foothill of the Peaks of Europe. The route 
descends by the zone known as Cerro 
La Cuestona, until converging with the 
old road of Llanes. From here advances 
towards the beach of San Antolín, saving 
the the river Bedón, by a walkway and 
from where we can appreciate the lovely 
view of the river Bedón mouth in the 
beach of San Antolín. In its margin we 
locate the rest of a romantic monastery of 
Benedict monks of XI century, of which we 
only have the left the consecrated temple 
to San Antolín, of XII century. 

ItInerary: 
De Las Cámaras beach (Celorio) 
- Barro - Niembro - “Estela” 
Viewpoint - San Antolín beach

CounCIl: 
Llanes

DIstanCe:
8,5 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (Way out and back: ): 7 h.

DIffICulty level :
Medium

type of journey:
Journey

Niembro

Valmori

Quintana

Bricia

CELORIO

PLAYA DE
SAN ANTOLÍN

Barro

san antolÍn 
(21)CelorIo 

(17)
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san antolín - toriello
GR-204 (E-9) - (Pedestrian)

route 5.

W e initiate this stage in the Beach of San 
Antolín of Bedón where we pass under the 

FEVE line by an inferior pass, direct west. At less 
stretch we have a deviation at our right that lead 
us to the Natural Monument of Gulpiyuri, interior 
beach totally surrounded of fields; after the visit 
we continue by the route leaving the chapel of 
Santolaya at our right, and a bit after we pass the 
Beach of La Güelga.

We continue looking for the river Llagaras, where 
we cross a river, where we can see an old mill. We go 
through the village of Hontonia ascending towards 
Los Collaos, surrounding the road of Ovio and Picones, 
where we sight at the bottom the chapel of San 
Antonio above the beach of Cuevas. We descend the 
Beach of Cuevas del mar. From here we can continue 
the route by Bufones de Pria, that lead us to Llames de 
Pria next to the cliffs, or you can go through the Cave 
next to the access path to the Beach from Nueva de 
Llanes. We cross the river Nueva ascending by the path 
that leads to Villanueva, until we get to an abandoned 
country house, where we turn our right until reaching 
the narrow beach of Villanueva. We continue the way 
to Villanueva, and after pass a little artificial pond, to 
reach near the chapel of Garaña next to a recreative 
area. We go through Garaña, arriving to Llames de 
Pria, where we get a track at our right, that directs 
us to jesters. A bit further we leave this track to get 
another at our left that descends us to finding the river 
Guadamía, at the entrance of the beach which has the 
same name.

Here finishes this stretch from Bustio, but you can 
continue going through the river, ascending by a track 
towards Castro de Arenes where we connect with PR 
AS-276 Route of direction Ribadesella, that will take us 
to the fishing route until the town of Toriello, where the 
marked lanes disappears direction Ribadesella. 

From Ribadesella we can continue this route 
following PR AS-247 which comes out the end of 
the beach of Ribadesella and that leads us to Berbes, 
where we should leave, to direct to Arenal de Moris 
en Caravia.

ItInerary: 
San Antolín beach – Gulpiyuri – 
De la Güelga beach – Hontoria 
– Cuevas del Mar beach – Llames 
de Pría – Guadamía beach- 
Toriello

CounCIls: 
Llanes and Ribadesella

DIstanCe:
11,8 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 3 h. 30 min.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

Playa de
Guadamía

TORIELLO

PLAYA DE
SAN ANTOLÍN

Nueva

Picones

Hontoria

Llames

Naves

Belmonte

torIello 
(60)

san antolÍn 
(21)
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arenal de morís - De la Griega beach
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 6.

T he route starts in the car parking 
beach of Arenal de Moría, following 

the road towards Prado. At about 300m 
we catch a track at our right that will after 
cross the stream of Los Romeros arrives 
to the beach of Beciella, at the edge of 
river Los Romeros and where in the past a 
Benedict monastery was built up, we can 
also see a gravestone very near the cliff. 
We continue direction west towards peak 
La Forada, from where we have a lovely 
view to this part of the coast, with Lastres 
at the bottom as well as the beach Espasa 
and the town of Isla. We continue to the 
beach of La Espasa, until we reach the car 
parking. 

Here finishes the sign posts, but we 
can direct towards La Isla where we get PR 
AS-134 between beaches that takes us to 
Colunga, or PR AS-196 that takes us to the 
beach of Griega. 

From the beach of Griega to Tazones 
any sign post do exist, of any type. From 
here we can get the route PR AS-99 that 
leads us to the town of Argüero, from here 
to the beach of la Ñora any sign posts do 
exist. 

ItInerary: 
Arenal de Morís beach– La 
Beciella – La Espasa - La Isla - La 
Huelga – Marraxín - La Griega

CounCIls: 
Caravia and Colunga

DIstanCe:
12 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 5 h.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
JourneyPrado

Colunga

La Isla

Huerres

La Espasa

El Barrigón

Duesos

ARENAL DE
MORÍS

PLAYA DE
 LA GRIEGA

playa De 
la GrIeGa 

(5)

arenal 
De morÍs 
(5)
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la Ñora - Gijón
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 7.

T his route starts in the same beach where 
we get some stair which come out from the 

west part of it and that ascends to the higher 
part of the cliff, together a viewpoint over the 
beach. We continue with no way of getting lost 
looking for the beach of Estaño. We walk by a 
stretch from where we can enjoy the fantastic 
view of the cliffs and of the beaches of Serín and 
Cañonera where from is very common to see 
flying paragliding, passing by the hill of Cuervo, 
near the Park of Providencia, from where we can 
sight the town of Gijon. From here we descend 
towards the beach of Peñarrubia to pass after 
next to the sculpture of Camín and descend 
towards Rinconín, passing next to the house of 
the asturian writter Rosario Acuña, called this 
way as honour to the writer and pioneer on 
the feminine movement with the same name 
(Madrid, 1,851 Gijón 1,923). 

From here we advance by the beach 
walk towards the beach of San Lorenzo first, 
ending up near the church of San Pedro. Here 
finishes this stretch, but we can continue 
ascending the Cerro de Santa Catalina, old 
military fort that is now a vantage point and 
walking park, where from we sight most of 
the town of Gijón, all the bay, Campa Torres 
and the port El Musel. Here we have Èlogio 
al Horizonte´monumental work from the 
Basque sculptor Eduardo Chillida, visible from 
all the coast of Gijón and has become the 
town icon. Descends to the park until reaching 
the pleasure harbour in the inner harbour of 
Fomento and Fomentín, where the boats tied 
up offer a picturesque stamp. From here there 
is no other way that going down the port and 
walking the promenade seafront, to its end. 

ItInerary: 
La Ñora beach- La Ñora 
Viewpoint - Estaño beach- La 
Providencia Park - El Rinconín 
area - Puente de El Piles - San 
Lorenzo beach - San Pedro 
Church - Cerro de Santa Catalina 
- Port

CounCIl: 
Gijón

DIstanCe:
11,2 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 4 h.

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

Somio

Cimadevilla

GIJÓN

PLAYA DE
LA ÑORA

El Rinconín

GIjÓn 
(5)

la Ñora 
(5)
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luanco - nieva
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 8.

W e start our journey in the center of the beach, where we ascend by the 
stairs that delimit more at the north, we continue nearly next to the sea in 

order to catch the track that descends to the small cliffs. Going through a small 
forest of eucalyptus, we pass next to a view point. Just arriving the most higher 
point of ascent, we can contemplate the lovely views of Moniello’s cost in the 
horizon. We descend by some stairs arriving next to a second view point, in order 
to go back ascending towards the cliff, and go back down until reaching the Beach 
of Moniello. 

 After going through the small beach we find the final point of this little route. We 
can continue our journey to west, following PR AS-25 or PR AS-256 which goes next 
to a cliff and takes us in not long distance to the beach of Bañugues, which follows 
direction to Viodo first and after to Cabo Peña’s lighthouse. In the lower plant of the 
lighthouse we find the interpretation center of the marine field of Peñas, from here 
we continue by the edge of the cliff and we can contemplate the gorgeus landscape 
of the quartz cliffs with hundred m of inclination and the point Gaviera, the most 
northern point of the peninsula. 

The track advances to the scrubland of heather and gorse, meanwhile we leave 
behind Peñas’s lighthouse. After 800 m parallel to the road AS-328 we descend to cross 
the wooden bridge, before arriving to the village of Ferrero. 

Further on the route descend to the residential area of Verdicio beach. At the 
entrance of it a track comes out to descend to the beaches of Carnicera, with a lovely 
line of dunes. After descending to reach again the coast level, descending towards 
Molín del Pueto. We Ascends to the black cape, following until reaching a concrete 
structure. It’s a industrial element of cable railway of the company Arcelor Mittal. A bit 
after we reach the part most septentrional of beach Xagó, a very used place for the 
paragliding fans. Rises up agin to the cliff to descend after to an asphalted track that 
lead us to the eucalyptus beach of Xagó. We go through the beach until ascending to 
the village of Nieva, passing the next chapel of San Juan , of the XVII century. 

The path continues direction north-east, by the coastal level of the peninsula of 
Nieva, among fields and brushes stains of gorse and heather. From here we can see 
water projection as a geyser if the sea conditions are appropriate. The route finishes 
next to Avilés lighthouse. From this vantage point of the peninsula of Nieva you can 
contemplate all the sea inlet of Avilés and towards the west of El Espartal, Salinas and 
the coast of Castrillón towards the island of Deva. 

From here we should continue towards San Juan de Nieva, passing next to the 
beach of Arañón, where we get the promenade seafront that lead us, passing through 
the named Peak of Horse, a village of Nieva. This stretch of the GR-204 ends at this 
point, but all those who want to can continue on the trail by crossing to the other 
side of the river, from where they can continue on the path that goes over the dunes 
complex of Espartal until reaching the beach of Salinas, where we get SL AS 15 that 
takes us to Arnao beach.

ItInerary: 
Luanco - Moniello beach - 
Bañugues - Llumeres - Viodo - 
Cabo Peñas Lighthouse - Verdicio 
- Molín del Puerto - Xagó beach- 
San Juan de Nieva Lighthouse

CounCIl: 
Gozón

DIstanCe:
30,8 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 8 h. 30 min. 

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

Viodo

Ferrero

Cabo
Negro

Playa de
Verdicio

Bañugues

LUANCO

CABO
PEÑAS

nIeva 
(5)

luanCo 
(10)

nIeva 
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PLAYA DE
ARNAO

SAN JUAN
DE

 
LA

 
ARENA

Playa de
Muniellos

Playa de
Santa María
del Mar

Playa de Los
Quebrantos

El Cueto

arnao beach - san juan de la arena
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 9.

T he route starts in the west extreme of the beach, behind the Castillete 
building of the mining well that the Mining Asturian Real Company exploit 

since mid XIX century and that is the first vertical well of the region. After 
ascending a short strech of stairs we follow the route that takes us to the viewpoint 
of La Ladrona, where we can observe the island of La Ladrona and a good part of 
the coast. The descends continue towards the beach of Santa María del Mar, which 
is surrounds itself in many resting areas to the viewpoint of Escayu. 

Not long we arrive to the beach of Bahínas, where we come out direction 
S to connect with the local road that, turning W, will take us to the mediations 
of the beach of Munielles. Here we get the road that passing by El Cueto takes 
us to the coat to the beach of Reguero. From it the route directs towards the 
mediation of cape Vidrias, where we can get near the deviation of the right. 
Going back the track we will pass a small Interpretation and Observation 
Ornithological Center near the point of Moro with a viewpoint in front of the 
island of La Deva. We continue to accede to the viewpoint of Racionera, where 
you can enjoy the majestic beach of Bayas. It’s a most longer sandy area in all the 
asturian coast, approximately 3km, and which conserves one of the most dune 
systems in this asturian coastal strip, modelled by the action of the Cantabrian 
ocean. We continue to the point of Socollo, with the viewpoint of Bayas, from 
where we will walk the road stretch until finding a track at our right that will lead 
us to the beach of Bayas. We pass through this beach direction west, to catch the 
stairs that promontory and lead us to the beach of Quebrantos, in San Juan de 
la Arena. 

We go through the beach until arriving to the sea inlet where turns left 
continuing in parallel to the sea inlet of San Esteban, surrounding San Juan de La 
Arena arriving to the pleasure port. This stretch of the GR-204 ends at this point, 
but all those who want to can continue on the path next to the road that will 
take us towards the castle of San Martín, in the mouth of river Nalón. This enclave 
fortified over the rest of the last settlement, was built by the asturian monarch 
Alfonso III with the aim to protect the coast and the sea inlet from the normed 
attack. During the Middle ages was a very strong place in the continuous titles 
disputes framework. 

From here to San Esteban from Pravia you should go by the national road.

ItInerary: 
Arnao beach- Santa María del Mar 
- Bahinas beach - Munielles beach- 
Cordial beach- Playón de Bayas - o 
Los Quebrantos beach- San Juan 
de La Arena

CounCIls: 
Castrillón and Soto del Barco

DIstanCe:
14,9  km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 7 h. 

DIffICulty level :
Medium

type of journey:
Journey

san juan 
De la arena 

(5)

playa De 
arnao 
(15)
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san esteban de pravia - aguilar beach
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 10.

Muros

SAN ESTEBAN
DE PRAVIA

PLAYA DEL
AGUILAR

Las Grandas

Mirador
Las Llanas

La Cobertoria

La Barra

Playa
Cazonera

T his track starts in the village of San Estaben 
de Pravia, in the neighbourhood of Muelle. 

We direct to the building of the Port Committee, 
where we sight the sea inlet San Esteban. In this 
point of the route descends in order to go in 
parallel to the sea inlet to the sporty installations, 
sharing an extraordinary views, to the sea inlet 
as of San Juan de la Arena, in the right margin 
of the sea inlet. A bit further on we arrive to 
the beach of Garruncho, where the ascent 
starts by the 444 steps until the viewpoint of 
Espíritu Santo, from where we can contemplate 
spectacular views of the sea inlet Nalónand from 
San Juan de la Arena as well as beach of Bayas 
and the island of La Deva by one side and on 
the other side the coast until the cape Vidio.

We continue taking the cliff at our right going 
through a forest of pine and eucalyptus untill 
arriving to the viewpoint of Atalaya, over the beach 
which has the same name and where exists again 
a big panoramic of the coast towards west which 
finishes in Vidio lighthouse. 

We continue bordering the beach of 
Cazonera, arriving next to a recreative area of 
las Llanas and to the viewpoint of Glayos, later 
we will arrive to the heigh of las Llanas over the 
beach with the same name, passing following 
to Miradoiro, and later arrive to the rests Castro 
Prerromano of Campón and later on tot he view 
point over the beach of Venerio or Xilo where we 
can contemplate the cliffs over the Cantabrian 
ocean and the beaches of Veneiro or Xilo and the 
Aguilar, with the colourful water of variety green 
and blue tones in the touch with the fine sand 
of the beach. The walls are rough with slopes 
of 60 to 100m, and that can find in the heights, 
pulleys that old ages were used to lift up the ocle 
(marine weed), that was spread in order to dry 
the fields. We have to descend in zig zag between 
the eucalyptus in order to reach to the beach of 
Aguilar. 

ItInerary: 
San Esteban de Pravia - Espíritu 
Santo Viewpoint - La Atalaya 
Viewpoint - Cazonera beach- 
Xilo beach- Aguilar beach

CounCIl: 
Muros de Nalón

DIstanCe:
6,3 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 2 h. 

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

playa Del 
aGuIlar 

(5)

san esteBan 
De pravIa 
(10)
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Barayo - navia
GR-204 (E-9) - (Pedestrian)

route 11.

W e start our track from the car 
parking located in the access zone 

and descent to the beach of Barayo, near 
the town of Vigo (Navia). From this site we 
obtained some lovely views. 

This route directs to the norh of Punta 
del Cuerno, from here we go through a 
fishing path towards the inaccessible cove 
of La Romanela, the small Puertochico 
and Pariso, the large Canares and the most 
common zone in use in this zone, and the 
cove of Asteriro, on which we will have to 
go by its rear part. At our left we wil have 
the village of Vigo and at the bottom in 
the horizon Cordal of Panondres. Further 
on we arrive to a cove known as El Castillo 
from where we can contemplate Puerto 
de Vega. 

Arriving at the port we turn our left 
to catch the road that lead us to the west, 
passing by the beach of La Losera, we find 
island Soirana, going through the village 
with the same name and we reach the 
beach of Frexulfe.

From the esplanade that there is 
between the eucalyptus we get a track 
that lead us to endless number of lovely 
beaches (Fabal, Coedo, Bragada, Moro 
beach), till we reach to the beach of Navia, 
where we continue by road to the village 
of Navia. 

ItInerary: 
Barayo beach - Puerto de 
Vega - Los Picones - Isla de La 
Veiga - El Castiel - Monte Bígaro 
- Frexulfe beach- El Castrillón - 
Cuedo beach- Bragada beach 
- Punta Cascareira - Peña Furada 
- Navia beach

CounCIls: 
Valdés and Navia

DIstanCe:
19 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 6 h. y 30 min.

DIffICulty level :
Medium

type of journey:
Journey

NAVIA

BARAYO

Playa
de Navia

Playa
Frexulfe

Puerto
de Vega

AsteiroTox

El Cuerno

Vigo

navIa 
(10)

Barayo 
(5)
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Coastal routes

navia - viavélez
GR-204 (E-9) - (Pedestrian)

route 12.

F rom the port we cross the bridge and we walk 
by general road more than 1km where we get 

a deviation at our right that takes us to the coastal, 
passing next to Palacio de Mohínas, also known as 
Palacio de Santa Cruz o de Cienfuegos-Jovellanos, 
from the XVIII century and that belong to the lord 
San Martín de Mohías. 

Has a form of U with towers, battlement and 
chapel. Inside there is a curious round pigeon loft. 
Inside preserves intact the room that the illustrious 
asturian Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos occupy. 

We continue among fields and labour lands 
towards the north passing by Foxos first and after 
looking for a lovely beach of Arnielles, with their long 
staircase, which we will follow from E to W. 

Once we have passed the beach we get a track 
that directs towards the sea, bordering the cape 
and conducting the sea village of Ortiguera, with 
its little fishing port, we direct to west, looking for 
the viewpoint over the cliffs, in which we preserve 
the freshwater wells that ages ago supplied the 
inhabitants of this village. Following direction south 
until reaching the fields of Carrileiras and leaving 
the village of Medal behind, we arrive to the cliff 
of A Figueira, from where we can contemplate the 
bottom of the beach which has the same name. In 
a flat stretch we find the nucleus of Loza. Once we 
gone past the old schools and the chapel, the track 
lead to the beach of Torbas. Soon we will reach a 
surprisingly place by unexpected, a new recreative 
area on Punta del Picón, viewpoint of Salías. 

The route directs to the inside, to Castello, at 
the end of the beach following towards Cambaredo, 
where we find a monolithic landmark, with the 
name of `-ventaba abierta al horizonte´from sculptur 
Ernesto Knorr. From here we continue by parallel 
road at the coast with spectacular views of cliffs and 
beaches, through roads we reach to the beach of 
Pormenande. From here we follow by road until the 
first cross that we leave and continue in paralel to the 
coast until the viewpoint of the vantage point, from 
where we can contemplate Viavélez where we arrive 
later on. 

ItInerary: 
Navia – Foxos – Arnielles 
beach– Ortiguera – Carrileiras – 
Loza – Torbas beach – Castello 
– Viavélez

CounCIls: 
Navia, Coaña and El Franco

DIstanCe:
25 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 7 h. 30 min. 

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

NAVIA

VIAVÉLEZ

Foxos

Ortiguera

Las
Carilleiras

Loza

Castello

Playa de
Arnielles

La
Caridad

vIavÉleZ 
(15)

navIa 
(10)
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Coastal routes

viavélez - tapia de Casariego
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 13.

W e start the journey in Viavélez and direct 
to the viewpoint of Viavélez. We highlight 

the sculptural work named `Litoral´from Ernesto 
Knorr. The walk continues from the the river 
Mernes going through field zones and reaching 
the nucleus San Pelayo in which we could 
visit the chapel of San Pelayo. Further on the 
route introduces in a small wood of pines and 
eucalyptus, arriving to Valdepares, rural nucleus of 
lovely groups of architecture as the Place of Fonfria 
of the XVI century, the church of San Bartolomé of 
XVI century and the house of Cerradín.

Goes through Valdepares, walk by some fields 
getting near the coast in the proximities of Cabo 
Blanco, called like this because the rock colour and 
where we locate the archaeological site of a castro 
asturian that takes advantage of the narrow peninsula 
for its protection, being possible to appreciate 
the defences from the side that communicates 
the continent (south), where five ditches connect 
and three parapets and, from where we have an 
exceptional view of the cliffs. We continue towards 
west parallel to the coast until reaching the viewpoint 
of beach Porcia and continue by the right margin of 
the river, until we connect with an asphalted road 
that we follow at our right and that leads to the 
chapel of Nuestra Señora de los Remedios and Porcia 
mill. 

After Journey the river we will get the deviation 
at our right that will bring us closer to the cliff, to after 
return south and reach to some old schools which 
are next to the N-634. From here the route turns 
again looking for the sea through different tracks, 
once in the cliff proximities, turn west walking in 
parallel to the coast, passing by Torbas and Valmorto 
and arriving to the beech of Figo, until reaching the 
proximities of lake Silva more known as Lagunas de 
Salave, old Roman gold bearing exploitation. Once 
we have gone by the lakes, we get in the hill Mirayos, 
towards the viewpoint Campo Longo where we can 
sight a series of cliffs of unforgettable beauty until the 
entrance to the port of Viavélez. We go into land to 
San Antonio, and again looking for the sea until the 
viewpoint of Cabo Cebes and take the last stretch 
that lead us to the village of Tapia de Casariego. 

ItInerary: 
Viavélez - Valdepares - Porcía 
beach - Lagunas de Salave -
Tapia de Casariego

CounCIls: 
El Franco y Tapia de Casariego

DIstanCe:
17,1 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 5 h. 30 min. 

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

TAPIA DE 
CASARIEGO

VIAVÉLEZ

San Pelayo

Playa
de Figo

Playa
de Porcía

El Franco

Valdepares

San Antonio

tapIa De 
CasarIeGo 

(20)
vIavÉleZ 
(15)
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Coastal routes

tapia de Casariego - vegadeo
GR-204 (E-9) - (MTB cyclist and pedestrian)

route 14.

I n Tapia de Casariego is worthy to get the route that borders next to the cliff and 
that takes us to the beach of A Xunqueira. Goes through the river Anguileira to 

ascend towards Reburdia
Before arriving the village we turn left, passing next to a camping, not long 

we get a track at our right that leads us to the proximities of the beach of Paloma, 
where we will cross the wooden walkway we will find with the rest of Castro de 
Esteiro. From here the route directs south, through the concentration paths, until 
reaching Villamil. 

Once we have gone pass the Asilo de San Fernando we get a track taht 
comes at our right and that takes us next o the beach of Mixota and after takes 
us back to the road that we left, or we can otherwise continue by road until we 
arrive to Santa Gadea. At the exit of the town we find the Chapel of San Lorenzo, 
where we have excellent views of the beach of Penarronga. We descend to the 
beach by the path, to follow by the wooden walkway until the enf of it, where we 
get a track that transits at our right. From here, the track advances until reaching 
to El Torno, where we accede to the military settlement of Punta del Cuerno. The 
sketch continues and later on we turn to an asphalted road that comes from 
Villadún, direction to a recreative area of Arnao, which surrounds, turning right, 
bordering the cove Lagosteiro. From here we cna accede to the lighthouse La 
Cruz and contemplate the sea inlet Eo leading to the sea. Taking the track again in 
Lagosteiro, this continues to the recreative area of Campa Arnao, continuing after 
and reaching Figueras next to the sea house, where does turn at left first and after 
at right getting the road AS31, until reaching to the Cruz Roja’s stand. From here 
we catch a track that leads us to the cove of Linera, arriving not long to the road 
N-640.

We have to highlight that in this point of the route turns to north to go 
through the road by the zone of Barres passing over Barres, goes through the 
church of San Esteban and continues to El Esquío. After by the village of El Penedo, 
overtakes the stream Berbesa, introduces in the hill of pines of Teson, and takes 
advantage of a rural path that takes you to the nucleus of Piñera. From here turns 
right to reach the church of San Bartolomé. Overtaking the recreative area, turning 
left direction to Salias, another area where we observe the cove of La Linera. 

From the Journey of Salias, wade across a walkway the stream Riofelle, thre 
journey continues towards the neighbourhood Liso de San Juan, passing through 
the garden centres of Riofelle and the nucleus of Cal. In Liso a deviation indicates 
the existence of an observation point to take pleasure of the cove of Linera. Again 
in the route, and passed Vilarrasa, we arrive to Poceira, here to the nucleus to 
Vilavedelle, passing through Areneira, Os Caleyones and Lantoira. Once we are in 
Vilavadelle, turning left, we cross by an inferior pass of the FEVE’s track (Gijón-
Ferrol), to Presa, going through the river Seares and A Casia. Passing the PK 30 this 
deviation to the recreative area Caleiro permits the view of the incomparable sea 
inlet Eo. At last the route continues to the school of A Galea, where the journey GR 
204 finishes.

ItInerary: 
Tapia de Casariego beach or Anguileira 
beach- Penarronda beach-
Arnao Area Rec. - Barres - Vegadeo

CounCIls: 
Tapia de Casariego, Castropol and Vegadeo

DIstanCe:
31,8 km.

approxImate DuratIon: 
Time (go): 10 h. 

DIffICulty level :
Low

type of journey:
Journey

TAPIA DE
CASARIEGO

VEGADEO

Playa de
La Paloma

Villamil

Santagadea

Arnao

Punta de
La Cruz

Figueras
Linera

Barres

El Penedo

Piñera

Villarrasa

Villavedelle

Playa de
Peñarronda

Castropol

veGaDeo 
(10)

tapIa De 
CasarIeGo 
(20)
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Ascents
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Ascents

el Cabril
1.923 m.

route 1.

T he route begins in the village of 
Genestoso, well-known for its 

traditional artisan production of a strongly 
flavoured cheese made from cow and 
goat’s milk and produced in esparto grass 
moulds. Genestoso can be reached from 
Cangas via the Leitariegos pass road, by 
taking the turnoff to Cibea at Las Mestas.

The route begins at the end of this 
road, next to the river which gives its name 
to the village. After crossing the river, 
you take the path on the left and begin 
the long and gentle ascent to the Valle 
los Corros, passing above the Carruexas 
meadowlands and near the Pasadina 
spring. Once in the Corros Valley, continue 
the ascent in the direction of Colláu de 
Les Tres Llagunes, leaving behind on your 
right the Chao de Bueyes, the peak that 
dominates the valley from the border 
with the neighbouring Leon municipality 
of Villablino. Before reaching the pass, 
separating yourself a few metres from the 
route, it is possible to contemplate the 
only permanent pool of the municipality, 
located beneath some rocks. Resuming the 
ascent, the three pools that give their name 
to the pass come into sight, occupying a 
smooth plain. From here, turning to the 
left, the route continues rising towards the 
GobiaMollada pass, leaving behind to the 
right, the headland of the Orall valley in 
Leon. A little before the pass, is the spring 
of the same name, a good place to catch 
one’s breath before reaching the top. From 
there, before your eyes, you will have a 
matchless panoramic view of the Pigüeña 
river valley, in Somiedo.

The former camino real (royal road) 
which runs through the GobiaMollada 
pass and over Leon territory, connects the 
Somiedo Cerezal valley with the Valle del 
Acebo, belonging to the Cangas del Narcea 
district. Following it in a northerly direction, 
below the line of peaks, you reach the 
Entrecuetos pass which separates the El 

asCent total DuratIon:  
3 h. 45 min. (5 h. 30 min.)

InClInatIon: 
800 m.

DIffICulty level:
Medium

GeoGrapHIC sItuatIon:
Cangas del Narcea

settInG off poInt:
Genestoso (Cangas del Narcea).
Located at 45 min. from Cangas 
del Narcea and 2 h. from Oviedo.

tIme lImIt: 
According to Decree 10/2015:
Route permitted from 16 June to 
15 August and from 1 October to 
30 November)

Cabril and Peña Treisa heights. From this 
pass, you can climb to the top of El Cabril in 
a short time and enjoy the contemplation 
of a large part of the Galician and Asturian 
coasts, and the proximity of the impressive 
Pigüeña Valley, with its villages and 
pastures, especially that of Pornacal. On 
the path once again, leaving behind the 
Vaso spring, you come to the Fanarrionda 
pass overlooking a leafy birch forest 
through which climbs the road connecting 
Genestoso and Villar de Vildas, in Somiedo. 
At the Fanarrionda pass you can choose 
to continue along the Royal Road to the 
El Llano turnoff and return from there to 
Genestoso, or leave the road on your left 
and descend along the so-called Camino 
de la Polvorosa, which is shorter but more 
difficult.

Genestoso 
(1140)

el CaBrIl
(1.923

Genestoso

Pico El Cabril
1.925

Peña Treisa
1875

Valle los 
Corros

Collado Tres Lagunas

Collado Fanarrionda

Peñas del Corral

Gobia
Mollada

Parque 
Natural de 
Somiedo

Fuentes del Narcea,
Degaña e Ibias

Natural Park
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Ascents

pico Cornón
2.194 m.

route 2. asCent total DuratIon:
7 h.

InClInatIon:
1.200 m.

DIffICulty level :
High

GeoGrapHIC sItuatIon:
Cordillera Cantábrica : 
Somiedo – La Bobia

settInG off poInt:
Santa Maria del Puerto –
Somiedo, located an hour and a 
half away from Oviedo.

T he Pico Cornón, with an altitude of 2,194 m, is one of the most significant mountains of 
the Cantabrian mountain chain, and located in the south of the Somiedo municipality. 

The route begins in Santa María del Puerto (1,486 m.), a cattle village where, until recently, it 
was only occupied in summer by migrating herdsmen “vaqueiros”, who, at that time, moved 
with all their goods and chattels and herds from some villages in the Belmonte district, for 
example, to make use of the pastureland. What used to be dominant architectural elements 
in this village, such as the teito roofs made with black broom (Cytisusscoparius), are now 
very rare.

We cross the village on its west side and follow the path of a vehicular road that 
penetrates the meadowlands of Las Eras and Los Tercios, where we can observe vegetable 
garden crops and grassland. Always following the forks to the left, at the second fork the 
road turns south and, wading across the Bayo stream at Boca de Ríos, we begin to climb 
from the right side, until we find the road that runs alongside the Santa María del Puerto 
water supply and then the confluence with the Profuste.

At the end of the track we see a large meadow, enclosed by stone walls. We are in the 
Veiga Cimera, where there is a spring where we can refill our water bottles. At this point 
we ascend on the right slope, ignoring the valley to the left, and reach a small area of level 
ground, where we take a path that leads into a small valley shortly afterwards. We carry 
on in the same direction, skirting a hillside until we reach a small pass between the rocks, 
where, at its end, the unmistakeable conical silhouette of the Cornon appears. We are in the 
Bocaron de la Mozarra (1,853 m.).

After crossing the pass we begin a slight descent to the Mozarras, an area of peaty 
soil. Always keeping our gaze on the peak and always going in the same direction, never 
straying to the right, we arrive at the base of the peak, to then ascend to the summit by 
a number of bends in the Escalera del Cornón, and reach the summit of the Pico Cornón 
(2,194 m.) shortly afterwards.

ERAS

Boca Ríos
Vega Mozarra

Pico Cornón
2.194

sta. marÍa
Del puerto

Puerto de Somiedo

pICo CornÓn
(2.194)

sta. marÍa
Del puerto 
(1.486)
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Ascents

peña ubiña
2.417 m.

route 3.

ARRIBA
TUIZA DE

Abajo

PEÑA UBIÑA
2.417

Tuiza de

Peña Cerreos
2.078

Puerto Guertu´l
Diablu
2.133

Fariñentu
2.176

Peña Llana
2.052

Peña Rueda
2.155

I n this village, located at 1,210m height we will set 
out the most alpine and hard journey towards 

this mountain, going to the superior track that takes 
direction west, by which we gain inclination quickly. 
While we get near the stream appears in front the 
big massif of Peña Ubiña that show us a peculiar 
North face, while we continue the journey by the 
grassy way of Boquera del Meicín to connect in 
Vega del Chagu (1.545 m.) (1 h.) By the mediations 
a mountain refuge appears property of the Cultural 
Center of Mieres being essential element as starting 
base to make different ascents by the toothed 
mountains which emerge from this big cirque. 

We continue with the parade to the south going 
up the grassy hillside which finishes in a wide hillock 
of Terreos (1.933 m.) (1,45 h.), by a track that goes by 
hard slopes. After passing them we present in the same 
pastures of Mieres and Lena and geographic Castilla-
León-Asturias, lines well defined by a closing of stakes 
that even can rise the buttress of Peña Ubiña at one 
side and Peña Cerreos in the opposite. 

Towards the southern horizon extends the 
meadow of Riotuerto having in its portico the big 
milestone of Peña Ubiña Pequeña. Also observe the 
big calcareous block of Peña Ubiña which extend 
to the hill of Ronzón, showing the many folds of the 
eastern hill. The one most near us named Canal de la 
Fana, goes one of the routes most direct to the peak, 
perfect, always depending on the experience of the 
mountaineer. Overtaking the rock obstacles and also 
the unstable rocks, we finish by this channel the top 
where highlights a geodesic boundary marker and 
mountaineer postbox (3h).

Another ascent itinerary considering most easy 
even, require continuing the walking from the pastures 
limit, skirting the crag by the head of La Vega, until the 
hill Ronzón (2.000 m.) (3 h.), undertaking there first the 
fields and after by the superimposed channels with 
stones, the hard steep slopes by which we meet the 
the edge of La Peña. By it we continue towards North 
presenting the peak that offers us the most variety 
landscapes that can also be seen in clear days the far 
away north-east peninsular mountains.

asCent total DuratIon: 
4 h.

InClInatIon: 
1.201 m.

DIffICulty level :
High

GeoGrapHIC sItuatIon:
Cordillera Cantábrica  
(Lena-La Babia)

settInG off poInt:
Tuiza de Arriba (1.210 m.). Is 
located next to the km. 17 of 
the road LE-8 Campomanes-La 
Cubilla Mountain pass.

peÑa 
uBIÑa 
(2.417)

tuIZa De 
arrIBa 
(1.210)
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Ascents

tiatordos
1.950 m.

route 4.

F rom this village we start the parade to this 
peak named the Perfect Mountain. Tiatordos 

stands out other much asturian mountains 
because its wild nature variety which surrounds 
all the environment, magnificence of its eastern 
side and the spectacular panoramic that its peaks 
offers. We direct to this magnificent massif located 
in Cordal de Ponga by the most common route 
that advances by a mountain track that goes 
through a bridge. We have to avoid the deviation 
at out left and after Journey the second bridge 
we take the fork that goes at the left following the 
river Falla course. In the next cross we continue 
the track at our right which goes up a hill to get 
flat following direction Palombar (1.100 m.) (1 
h.). We get in the narrow Foz de Palombar going 
through the slope hill by a perceptible path after 
which the old sheepfold of Pláganu appears 1.300 
m.) (1,45 h.). We pass the rest of spread old cabins 
to another climbing to a dense beech. We will go 
through a singular fountain of Xeruz to continue 
with hard slopes following the path that exceeds 
the height of 1,540 m, geographic point where the 
Tiatordos sheepfold (2,30 h.) is located. Many rural 
cabins stand out the fields that in a relevant way 
take part of the beautiful framework in which the 
neighbourhood peaks Maciédome, Campigüeños, 
La Carasca, La Senda, etc. are drawn.

After the perceptible rest next to the fountain, 
we start again the parade with direction to the peak 
choosing any of the rocky channels which offer 
a entertained advance supported in many of the 
passes with hands and legs. Barely we have spend 
one hour of ascent we reach the superior crest under 
which the incredible space appears named Copa 
del Tiatordos, formed by a vertical wall of more than 
500m of free all. By the edge profile we finish this 
mountain adventure in the prestigious peak and 
powerful vantage point that as a nature gift, offers 
us spectacular panoramic towards the four cardinal 
points. 

asCent total DuratIon: 
3 h. 30 min.

InClInatIon: 
1.160 m.

DIffICulty level :
Medium

GeoGrapHIC sItuatIon:
Ponga range 
(Caso-Ponga)

settInG off poInt:
Pendones (790 m.). Located at 
7km from Campo de Caso in the 
road AS-17 Avilés-Tarna Mountain 
pass.

PENDONES

Maciédome
Peña

1903

PICO
TIATORDOS
1.950

El Pláganu

Peña La
Carasca

1.741

Pico
Campigüeño

1.838

Pico
La Senda 

1.705

Picu Palombar
1402

Picu Soancio
1702

tIatorDos 
(1.950)

penDones 
(790)
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Ascents

pico Zorro
1.841 m.

route 5.

W e begin the route at the LLomena Pass (990 m), where we take a trail on 
the right of the highway, which heads south, going round the Monte La 

Cerra (1,079 m.) on its left side. In a short time we find ourselves driving next to 
a wooden trail for people with reduced mobility, located in Les Bedules (1,079 
m.). From here we can get an impressive view of the Cordal de Ponga with the 
majestic Tiatordos peak, and the Picos de Europa. We can also begin the route 
here if we have entered by the trail leading to it. Here, we can fill our water bottles 
at the spring beside the trail.

We take the path to the right, going south, which coincides with the beginning 
of the PR AS-181 “Foz de los Andamios Route”.

At the end of the “campera” there is a trail connected to the path from El Cabañón, 
along which vehicles can drive, continuing towards the left on the main trail and 
enjoying the scenery on the left. After a while we reach the crossroads, right where the 
trail bends and enters the other side of the valley. We are at a crossroads - Biforcadera 
(1,160 m.), where we must take the trail to the right which goes clearly west and 
slowly makes the ascent up the slope of the Mota peak, crossing the Cabezada 
mountain, reaching the grasslands of the sheep pens of Les LLampes (1,387 m), where 
we see the Ponga valley with the impressive Tiatordos presiding over it all. This was 
traditionally one of the most important sheep pens in the area, with good pasture, 
but now only signs of the old majada remain in the form of falling down cabins, some 
with roofs made from stone slabs.

With our gaze set on the arrogant Recuencu with its sharp-pointed peak that we 
can see in the west, we leave Les Llampes, but keeping in mind that at the end of the 
“campera” we must take the wide path at the left (do not take the trail to the right that 
descends) along which we will smoothly climb until we get close to the Les Caldes 
pass, with the Recuenco peak on the right. Here, we turn to the left, keeping in line 
the peaks (of the pass) on the left. On reaching the beech wood, the path turns to the 
right diagonally crossing the Les Formes mountain until it reaches the Pumerín pass 
(1,515m) which separates the Luengo peaks (in the east) and the El Raso peaks (in the 
west), and from where we have a beautiful view of the forest of Peloño and Arcenorio. 
From the pass we have to follow the path on the left that skirts the Pico Luengo, 
called the “Camin de les Oveyes”, making for the rocky crest that we see (La Cuenye 
del Luengo). Once beyond this, after several bends, a steep, green channel opens up 
on the right (the Valle del Antiguo) which takes us to the Bargoli paso, from where 
we negotiate the steep hillside that has a wire fence, which finishes at the peak of 
the Colláu Zorro, after just over three hours, and from here there are some impressive 
panoramic views. To the south is Pileñes and behind it, almost getting mixed up with 
it, is Peña Ten. On its right we see the valley, the shrine and the Ventaniella country 
house, close to the pass of the same name, and behind, the la Sierra del Mampodre.

asCent total DuratIon: 
3 h. 15 min.

InClInatIon: 
842 m.

DIffICulty level :
High

GeoGrapHIC sItuatIon:
Cordillera Cantábrica: Ponga

settInG off poInt:
Les Bedules. Ponga, located an hour 
and a half from Oviedo.

pICo Zorro
(1.841)

les BeDules 
(1.079)

Pico Luengo
1.785

La Mota
1.899

Collada Les Caldes

Collada Pumerín

Majada Les Bedules

les BeDules

Pico Zorro
1.841
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Ascents

torre de santa maría
2.478 m.

route 6.

PAN DEL CARMEN

TORRE SANTA
MARÍA DE ENOL
2.478

Vega Enol

Vega La
Cueva

Vega La
Piedra

Cantu
Cabronero

1.998

La Rasa
1.852

Llucia
1.310

La Cuerria
1.536Charcón

1.462

Robecas
1.652Pico

Armada
1.678

Requezón
2.170

Cabra
Blanca
2.377

Torres del Torco
2.450

Cebolleda
2.438

H ere we start at around midday the route towards Vegarredonda by the wide 
soil track which after Journey the bridge of the stream Pomperi confronts 

the beechs slopes. Following the route gets into a wide horse trail that goes up a 
extensive water course with meadows and rural cabins by Piedra, Vega Conraso, 
La Rondiella until surmount the hill Gamonal (1.450 m.) from where we can see 
the magnificent horizon drawan bythe elevated mountains relief of Cornión. Also 
we locate the refugee of Vegarredonda, reflexive point in the large recovery that 
we have left. With no orientation difficulty we reach the wide cabin place 1.500 
m.) (1,10 h.), getting here some water (another fountain does exist a bit further 
up and next to the old refuge). After having the rest, we will start the parade 
again from the fork to the viewpoint of Ordiales, going to the south by the path 
at our left that passes next to the old refuge to introduce by the successive rocky 
incisions from Cuerri Benita Jaloanan all up to Llampa Cimera. The route continues 
very marked, presenting another fork (1.810 m.) with an indication in yellow in 
a stone by which who doesn’t know the route knows the way to continue the 
itinerary towards the La Mazada, surrounding the north wall of Porru Bolu, a 
conglomerate of crags, limestones where the path of the Park rises up in twisted 
ways which end up with the panoramic of Mazada (2.040 m.) (2,40 h.). Relevant 
mountains as Requexón, La Torrezuela, y Enmedio, form near to a tangle of 
calcareous morphology.

The track turns eastern under the inclination of Cebolladas and above the 
known fountain Prieta which crowns the big wide valley of Jou Lluengu. Here 
finishes the track of the Park and meanwhile a marked path with milestones 
continues more at east direction to Vega Huerta, we have to undertake the rocks, 
the hard ascent that will take us to the peak of Horcada de Sta. María (2.360 m.) 
(3,40 h.).

From this viewpoint we appear to the valley of Jou Santu fenced with sharp 
needles that decorate a inhospitable place. Our objective is located at north-east 
of our situation where we connect with a normal ascent track which starts a few 
m below. We have to scale a equipped projection, that after going over it, we will 
undertake sharply a peculiar crevice Peña Rubia where we will climb diagonally 
to end up to the peak crack. We go down lightly to the north face, where we will 
continue by a marked corridor that leaves us in the peak (2.478 m.) (4,25 h.). We 
have got to the top of Cangas de Onís that rewards our presence showing us the 
magnificent wild landscape in the south of Europe. 

asCent total DuratIon: 
4 h. 25 min.

InClInatIon: 
1.408 m.

DIffICulty level :
High

GeoGrapHIC sItuatIon:
Western Massif of the peaks of 
Europe (Cangas de Onís)

settInG off poInt:
Pan del Carmen (1.070 m.). Place 
located very near to Pozo del Alemán, 
where converges a soil track from the 
intersection Les Veleres (point kim 12 of 
the road CO-4 Covadonga-Los Lagos).

torre santa 
marÍa enol 

(2.478)

pan Del 
Carmen 
(1.070)
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torrecerredo
2.649 m.

route 7.

O nce we are in Vega de Urriellu and after getting water provisions in the 
fountain near the refueg J.D. Úbeda, we direct to the north-east by a marked 

path which lead us to the narrow Brecha de los Cazadores (2.253 m.). Once we 
have overtake this one and with a magnificent panoramic over the big Pico 
Urriellu and its needle courtship, we advance direction to the hill Arenera (2.283 
m.) flanked with calcareous wall of the Agujas Areneras and Neverón de Urriellu 
(5 h.). Following we make a small rest to the broad valley where a fork exists with 
a route to the refuge of J.R. Lueje in the Jou de Los Cabrones. We avoid taking this 
inadequate route going to our left by the itinerary which continues marked by the 
stone milestones, which goes overtaking holes and hills under the septentrional 
foothill of Neverón de Urriellu and La Párdida. Just we have to reduce the cavity 
that we have at our left in our route, we definitively descend to the hill of Jou de 
Cerredo (2.300 m.), where meets the route coming from Los Cabrones (6 h.).

From this open zone surrounded with mountains with adventurous peaks 
which appear overt the vertical walls which hold them, we direct towards the 
buttress of Torrecerredo to get to the peak by the considerate normal route. 
With an easy climbing but some exposed, it’s specially recommendable security 
material for mountaineers with not much experience. The signing lead us to the 
gravel pit and more over to a series of superimpose terraces that we will easily 
beat. 

We are in the base of deep and rocky channel and avoiding the progression 
by its bottom,we will do a climbing towards the right wall for after turn left and 
locate in the base of the central wall. We climb the last projections that with 
an inclined way we undertake towards our left then to the many and safely 
reservoirs, that the wall has got. Very near the peak edge, viable bivouac for 
extreme helmets. 

Some m we have got left to finish this magnificent itinerary which ends in the 
level 2.649 m. (7 h.), roof of Asturias and all the Cantabrian Range of mountains. 
The crown peak by a geodesic crown and an image of Virgen de Covadonga 
which contemplates a panoramic over the principal nucleus of the three massifs 
and other mountains more far away from our environment. 

asCent total DuratIon: 
7 h.

InClInatIon: 
1.769 m.

DIffICulty level :
High

GeoGrapHIC sItuatIon:
Central Massif of the peaks of Europe 
(Cabrales-Valdeón)

settInG off poInt:
Invernales del Texu (880 m.), sheepfold located 
at some m under the starting of the Aliva 
route, at 1km, from the fork towards Sotres 
(road CA-1). A twisting walking itinerary 
reaches Vega de Urriellu (1.953 m.) (3,30 h.), 
ascending by the stepped hills of Pandébano, 
Terenosa and Vallejo.

Llue
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Caín

Corona
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El Castillo

Carmarmeña
Poncebos

TORRECERREDO

INVERNALES
DEL TEXU

2.648

Picu Los
Cabrones

2.078 El Neverón
2.558 Picu Urriellu

2.619

Torre Coello
2.584

Santa Ana
2.596

Arenizas
2.515

Tito del Oso
2.571

Tesorero
2.570

Posada de
Valdeón

torreCerreDo 
(2.648)

Invernales 
Del texu 
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Order number

Mountain pass

River, reservoir, dam

Peaks

varIous

1. Castropol
2. Vegadeo
3. San Tirso de Abres
4. Taramundi
5. Villanueva de Oscos
6. Santa Eulalia de Oscos
7. San Martín de Oscos
8. Pesoz
9. Grandas de Salime
10. Ibias
11. Degaña
12. Cangas del Narcea
13. Allande
14. Illano

29. Pravia
30. Cudillero
31. Muros de Nalón
32. Castrillón
33. Soto del Barco
34. Illas
35. Candamo
36. Las Regueras
37. Oviedo
38. Ribera de Arriba
39. Santo Adriano
40. Proaza
41. Morcín
42. Riosa

57. Sariego
58. Cabranes
59. Nava
60. Bimenes
61. San Martín del Rey 
Aurelio
62. Laviana
63. Sobrescobio
64. Caso
65. Piloña
66. Colunga
67. Caravia
68. Ribadesella
69. Parres

15. Boal
16. Tapia
17. El Franco
18. Coaña
19. Villayón
20. Navia
21. Valdés
22. Tineo
23. Belmomte
24. Somiedo
25. Teverga
26. Yernes y Tameza
27. Grado
28. Salas

43. Quirós
44. Lena
45. Aller
46. Mieres
47. Langreo
48. Siero
49. Noreña
50. Llanera
51. Corvera
52. Avilés
53. Gozón
54. Carreño
55. Gijón
56. Villaviciosa

70. Ponga
71. Amieva
72. Cangas de Onís
73. Onís
74. Llanes
75. Cabrales
76. Peñamellera Alta
77. Peñamellera Baja
78. Ribadedeva
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